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MEDICAL ORGANIZATION.
Delivered before a Meeting of Medical Practitioners at Bradford.

BY J. SMITH WHITAKER, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.,
Medical Secretary, British Medical Association.

A IMEETING of the medical practitioners-of Bradford and Dis-
trict convened by the Bradford Division of the British
Medical Association and the Bradford and West Riding
Medico-Ethical Union was held at Bradford on Wednesday,
February I7th, for the purpose of hearing an address as
above.

Dr. GOYDER, Chairman of the Bradford Division of the
British Medical Association, presided. The officers of the
neighbouring Divisions of the Yorkshire Branch had been
invited and several attended. There were about 8o present.
Dr. Metcalfe, Joint Honorary Secretary both of the Bradford
Division and of the Medico-Ethical Union, mentioned the
names of several gentlemen who had written expressing
their regret at inability to be present.

MEDICAL ORGANIZATION.
Mr. WHITAKER expressed his appreciation of the privi-

lege of being able to address a meeting not only of
Bradford members of the British Medical Association,
but representing the whole of the medical practitioners in
that important centre. The fact that there were amongst his
audience members of the Bradford Medico-Chirurgical and

Medico-Ethical Associations would considerably smooth his
way in dealing with certain points upon which he understood
it was particularly desired that he should address the meet-
ing.

The Relation of the Association to Outside Societies
It had been his duty during the last eighteen months or so

to address a good many meetings of medical practitioners
upon the question of medical organization, and though at the
beginning of that period he was desired to speak chiefly upon
the nature of the new Constitution of the Association, the
functions of its relative parts and so forth, it was not long
before he began to find another series of questions becoming
prominent. Medical men began to say to themselves, " This
British Medical Association is going to do sonqe work, and
some work which other people have been doing. What is
going to be the relation of this Association under its new
constitution to those medical societies which have been doing
certain work in the past ?" Though he avoided alluding to
the subject in his addresses, yet in the discussions which
followed he had been asked again and again, " What can the
British Medical Association do for the profession? Do we
need these other societies if the British Medical Association
is going to do this work ? " Such were. the questions which
had arisen elsewhere, and such were the questions which it
was particularly desired, he understood, that he should deal
with that evening.
To go into that fairly, he must be, to some extent, retro-

spective. As medical men they all appreciated that they
could not thoroughly master the facts of anatomy or physi-
ology without a certain understanding of embryology.
Similarly they could not understand the present position of
medical organization unless they traced the development of
medical organization.
The facts might be very familiar to some of them. A

good deal had been published upon this subject in the
BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL, and of course he took it for
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granted that every one present who was a member of the
British Medical Association read the JOURNAL through from
cover to cover. Bat those who were not members would
desire to know what the Association was proposing to do, and
therefore he would ask the members to bear with him whilst
he went somewhat closely into these matters. Further, some
questions involved, which had given rise to some unpleasant
feelings and some confusion, could only be mastered if they
were studied in a proper perspective, and they would
naturally get the proper perspective by studying the matter

historically.
The Manchester Conference.

He would go back no further in the first instance than the
yearI900. In that year certain feelings of discontent, both
in the British Medical Association and in the ranks of the
profession outside the Association, came to a focus. In May
of that year a conference was held, at Manchester, of medical
societies, in which the Bradford Medico-Ethical Society took
part through its representative, Dr. Hime. The fundamental
object of that conference was to study medical organization,
and they spent three days over it. During the first two and
a-half days they gave themselves a kind of object lesson.
They considerted the Midwives Bill, contract practice, death
registration the constitution of the General Medical Council,
and all kinas of subjects, the only practical business outcome
of these discussions being to enable them to realize what
what could be done by a representative organization of the
profession. There was a good deal of criticism in the medi-
cal journals upon the amount of time they had so spent.
" Mere grievance mongering" one prominent journal called
it, but in point of fact it was to them a valuable object lesson;
and on the afternoon of the third day, after having thus pre-
pared their minds, they grappled with the real subject,
namely, what could be done to improve the state of medical
organization, what kind of organization they would need,
and how to go about getting it.

Local Medical Societies and the A88ociation.
He drew attention to the fact that those present at that

Conference chiefly represented local medical societies which
had grown up during the ten or twenty years previous to the
meeting. Sir Victor Horsley's recent analysis of the growth
of local medical societies in this country showed the remark-
able development of such societies which took place in the
last twenty years of the last century. If they took
the trouble to go into the history of that period they
would fiod that many of these societies owed their being to the
feeling thattheexistingpowerful organizations of theprofession
were not doing all the work which the profession needed.
Take the British Medical Association for example. He did
not disparage the work which the British Medical Association
had done in the past. He had never been one of those
medical reformers who said everything was to be started
anew, and that they were going to do something which had
never been done before. If anybody would only take pains to
study the matter fully he would find that the British
Medical Association throughout its historyhad done a great
deal of work for the profession. He referred them to the
" Brief History of the Association" in the Year Book to show
that its aims were never sectional, but generous from the
fouadation. It had high ideals and great aims-not selfish
aims but aims for the good of the medical profession. Sir
Chares Hastings, in his inaugural address, stated as an ob-
ject of the Association the improvement of the organization
of the profession, pointing out that " This subject was closely
connected with the advancement of science, for if the pro-
fession were organized as it ought to be the harmony which
would be established could not fail to be the means of more
cordial and efficient co-operation in extending the science
and improving the practice of medicine."
The aims of the Association, then, had been generous, and

even in its very early history they found that it had been
able to exercise a considerable influence on the progress of
medical legislation in this country.

Defective Organization.
At the same time there was a strong feelingamongst thosewho

were gathered together at Manchester that the British Medical
Association was failing in onp particular, and through a single
defect in its organization. He would take the example of the
Yorkshire Braneh. The Branch practically covered the
county of York. The work of a society like the British Medical
Association must largely be done by means of meetings, and
the meetings would be successful and useful almost exactly

in proportion to the extent to which their members attended.

If they had to draw medical practitioners for a meeting from
the whole of a large county like Yorkshire, how eould they
possibly have anything approaching a representative meet-
ing P They all knew that was impracticable. The defect that
they could all see in the organization of the Association at
that time was that most of the Branches were too large to
carry on effectually the local work which such a society ought
to be doing; that the British Medical Association was not
drawing together sufficiently the medical practitioners in the
various towns in the country-neighbours and colleagues who
ought to be co-operating for their own good and for the good
of the public; and therefore these various local societies had

been springing up for the purpose of doing this work which
the British Medical Association was failing to do.
That was one side of the matter. Then they turned to

examine the position of these local societies. Those whohad
had experience of the working of such societies found that
they were in many cases very united and harmonious, and
felt that great benefit had been derived from them: that the
creation of such societies had not only improved the condi-
tions of practice, but had made them better practitioners than
before, and had thus done good work for the profession and
for the public, as well as for them individually. But on the
other hand, they continually found themselves brought up
short bytheir isolation. They felt the pressure of the fact
that they had no effective oentral federation, and therefore no
effective means of co-operatingvith other similar societies
throughout thecountry for caTrying out their common aims
in regard to those things which could not be dealt with by
purely local action.

TheRemedy.
So they had before them the elements of the problem-on

the one hand, local societies ineffective for anything but
purely local action because of want of central federation; on

the other hand, the British Medical Association, a powerful
and influential organization, but ineffective for local purposes
because it had not a satisfactory local organization. The
statement of the problem suggested the solution. It was evi-
dent that they must have for effective medical organization
the basis of local societies, and they must have also a national
or imperial federation of such societies. Dr. Crawshaw, the
Secretary of the Manchester Conference, brought before them
three resolutions upon those lines-that an effective medical
organization must rest upon the basis of local societies; that
there must be an annual conference of representatives of these
local societies, to bring their opinions to a focus; andthat there
must be a council or executive, responsible to these represen-
tatives, to carry out what they wished to have done.
That was a practical organization. But then another pro-

blem arose, namely, whether they should try to create a new
national organization of the medical profession, or should try
to make use of some existing agency. As practical politicians
they came to the conclusion that to create a new medical
association in the United Kingdom was the work of a genera-
tion at least, and nothing in the desired direction would be
done for the medical profession in their life time if they were
to attempt that task with the British Medical Association
already in the field. Dr. Cox, of Gateshead, therefore pro-

posed and carried a resolution to the effect that the size and
wealth and influence of the British Medical Association made
it the only satisfactory body to work through if they could get
it to reorganize itself uponthelines that they had already laid
down as essential.

Reorganization of the Association.
Thus the outcome of the Conference was that they must

have a national organization based on local societies, and
must endeavour to induce the British Medical Association to
make itself such an organization. A Committee was al
pointed to carry on the work of the Conference, and by a
fortunate coincidence, from the point of view of the Con-
ference, it happened that that same summer an agitation as
to the powers of the Council, which had long been going on
in the British Medical Association, also came to a focus.
Sir Victor Horsley carried in the annual meeting at Ipswich
a resolution that a Committee should be appointed to con-
sider what amendments were necessary in the Constitution of
the Association. A deputation from the Manchester Con-
ference having been permitted to lay its conclusions before
the Council of the Association, three representatives of the
Conference were included in the Committee which was ap-

pointed, a most representative Committee composed of
twenty-six members of the Association. After the most
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careful deliberation the Committee reported in favour of a
scheme of constitutional reform, embodying those principles
which the Manchester Conference had formulated; and after
full consideration by the Branches and by general meetings,
new Articles and By-laws giving effect to that scheme were
adopted in July, 1902, and were now the Constitution of the
Association.

The. Action of the Association a Response to the Needs of the
Projession.

The point which he particularly wished to impress upon
them in connexion with that piece of history was that the
demand for the British Medical Association to reorganize
itself upon those particular lines arose from outside the
Association. It was a call from local medical societies to
the Association to reorganize itself upon those lines which it
was thought would be mast beneficial to the profession. He
laid great stress upon that point because some appeared to
entertain, in regard to the relation of the Association to
local medical societies, what he could not but feel to be an
unjust jealousy of the Association; as though the possible
absorption of these medical societies into the Association
were contemplated purely from the point of view of the
aggrandiz'ment of the Association and its own selfish in-
terests. He thought they would see from the history which
he had given them that the object of the Association in its
reorganization had been to do what it could to promote the
welfare of the medical profession.

Capabilittes of Reorganized Association.
Let them now look at the present Constitution of the

Association and see what work they believed it could do,
comparing their local medical societies with a Bradford Divi-
sion of the British Medical Association. The purposes which
any local medical society could serve, or which a Division of
the Association could serve, might be grouped under four
heads-social, scientific, political, and ethical.

Social Union.
Social purposes were certainly not the least important. No

greater bond of union existed among medical men than that
they should be drawn socially into friendly relations-into
fellowship-with one another. He knew from experience what
it was for medical men in one town to be brought together in
a medical society and acquire the habit of meeting; how
those petty jealousies and suspicions which existed among
men who did not meet-the unfriendly feelings often resting
on tales of patients having no foundation in fact--elted
away as each became really acquainted with his colleagues.
Even in the largest centres he could not but think that one
of the first objects of medical union was union which could
serve them in all sorts of ways but was also an end in itself,
and that end they believed the Divisions could achieve.

Scientific Work.
In the seeond place, why should not the Divisions do the

scientific work of the profession ? What was to hinder
them? Did it really matter very much under what name the
Bradford practitioners assembled for the discussion of matters
that concerned them in their daily duties as practitioners?
The men being the same and the work they met to do being
the same, the only questions to be considered were, not
names, but the distinct and specific advantages of one form
of organization over another. He was told, however, that
there were difficulties as to libraries; he was told that there
were questions of old societies having great traditions. Well,
of course the British Medical Association had gpeat traditions
wbich were not quite of yesterday. As to the matter of
libraries, he thought he was free to say that those Divisions
of the Association that desired to establish libraries would
have every assistance that could be given by the central
organization in establishing and carrying on these libraries,
and the matter was now under consideration as to how such
assistance could most effectively be rendered. He might
mention one point which had been thought of. They had a
large library in London, and naturally a good many surplus
books accumulated. Grants of these surplus books had been
made from time to time to various societies, but there was
a strong feeling that their own Divisions, if they chose to
establish libraries, had the first claim upon these books.
There were financial difficulties about the establishment of
libraries, but these were difficulties of the kind which should
be raised only in order to see how they could be overcome,

and these difficulties, he had no doubt, eould be overcome
with a little patient consideration.

Medico-Political Work.
Then he came to what many people he was sorry to say,

regarded as the sole object of the new(5onstitution. He did
not belittle that object, because he thought that it was most
important, but it was not the sole object-he meant the
political work of the Association. This was a matter upon
which both local societies and the British Medical Associa-
tion had come to grief from time to time. To give them an
example of how the central organization of the profession
showed its weakness in the hour of trial he would mention
the midwives question.

Want of such Organization shown by Midwives Question.
There was a long controversy in the profession. A certain

number of medical men said there ought to be no registration
of midwives. Some went as far so to say that there ought to
be no midwives. They had again some who seemed pre-
pared to register the midwives on almost any terms. But, the
point that he wanted to bring home to their minds was that
to this day nobody knew what was the opinion of the medical
profession upon the midwives question. Some said one thing
and claimed to represent the profession; others said exactly
the opposite and also claimed to represent the profession.
Which of these did actually represent the profession? He
doubted if they knew; certainly he did not know. His pri-
vate opinion was that the opinion of the rank and file of the
profession, if it could have been properly gathered up, would
have been between these two extremes. It would have recog-
nized certain practical needs and recognized also that certain
practical precautions ought to be taken. But then they knew
that the rank and file of the profession had no means of giving
expression to their opinion, for no agency existed by which
that opinion could be gathered up. So it came about that in
the end Parliament legislated upon that subject, and the Mid-
wives Act was adopted, but the medical profession, who ought
to be the advisers of the community upon questions of public
health, as being those who had first-hand knowledge of the
facts, were not consulted, their opinion was not taken, because
they had no coherent means of expressing their opinion.
That was an object lesson with reference to political action in
the profession.

Medico-Political Work not merely Selfish.
People talked as if medico-political action was a mere

matter of what was called " trades unionism "; that all they
had in view was the pecuniary interest of the presentgeneration
of medical practitioners; but he thought they would bear
him out that really a mere consideration of the pecuniary in-
terest of the present generation of practitioners would
not carry them very far in any political questions affecting
the profession. The medical profession by the very
essence of its being must, to a great extent,
be a self-sacrificing profession, taking broad and
generous views of public needs. Above all other profes-
sions medical men were the servants of the community. The
good of the medical profession and the good of the com-
munity must in the long run be identical. If they claimed
that the conditions of medical practice should be improved
in certain particulars, it was not merely the direct pecuniary
interest of the individual practitioner that they looked at.
How much for instance would they have put in their pocket
by any particular legislation on the midwives question ?
What they looked at was the question, "Are the conditions
of medical practice to be such that the practitioner must
spend his life in arduous drudgery and be unable to give the
best of his mind to the best aspects of his profession; that
he is to be so exhausted by routine work as to have hardly
time or energy to do his duty by his patients, certainly no
time and no energy for the study of medical science and the
advancement of medical knowledge"? Thesewere the matters
they were considering when they spoke of "the interests of
the medical profession." They desired to see the conditions
such that the medical practitioner should be able to earn a
reasonable livelihood, and at the same time do his duty by
his patients and by medical science; that the best men who
had gifts for medical practice should be drawn into the pro-
fession, that a young man who was considering what career
he should take up should not say "I am not going to be a
doctor; it is a dog's life." It was in the interest of the com-
munity that the conditions of medical practice should be
such that men wh% would be a credit to the profession, and

I
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whose work would be to the good of the community, shousld
be drawn into the ranks of the profession.

Machinery required.
But how were they going to bring medical opinion to a

focus for purposes of that kind? The only two ways of doing
it were indicated by the present Constitution of the British
Medical Association, by forming opinion locally and gathering
it up through a central organization. In the first place, they
must have opinion formed in the way in which Englishmen
did form opinion: that was to say, by free discussion. The
foundation of opinion in this country was free discussion, and
the way Englishmen carried on their political work was by
meetings. Then for such work they must have meetings
which members of the profession could ,easily attend, and this
means the Association hoped it had provided for by the
formation of the Divisions.

Local Problems.
These meetings would consider not only questions of

national policy such as he had indicated, but also various
local questions. For instance, it must from time to time
happen that municipal problems arose which had a medical
bearing. They knew how such questions were sometimes
dealt with, how the opinion of a medical man, a member of a
Town Council or Board of Guardians, would be taken as being
the opinion of the profession. Of course, it was not the
opinion of the profession but only the opinion of an indi-
vidual. Inoneinstancethemedicalmanconsultedrepliedthat
he had no authority to give an opinion for his colleagues, but
suggested that the clerk of the local authority concerned
should write to the secretary of the local medical society, and
put to him the questions it was desired to have answered, and
thus they would obtain an official answer which would really
be the an6wer of the medical profession of the town. That
seemed to him to be the way in which such an opinion should
be expressed, in an authoritative way and not simply by the
opinion of certain individuals, and the Divisions, if they
included a sufficient proportion of the profession, could do
such work for the profession.

Contract Practice.
Take, again, the great question of club or contract practice

which was causing so much strife at present. That would be
solved effectively in one way only, namely, by medical men
setting themselves deliberately to consider the facts. First of
all they must get at the facts. Were the rates which were
paid for contract practice such as gave the medical man a
sufficient remuneration for the work which he did? Was this
practice subject to certain abuses, and could these abuses he
remedied ? He kilew no way of getting an answer to these
questions exeept by medical men meeting and discussing
them amongst themselves and coming to their own conclu-
sions. The problems of contract practice varied from town
to town and village to village. There were different condi-
tions in differpnt districts; rates of wages and the conditions
of workmen differed; the ordinary usages of medical practice
differed in different districts. So that contract practice must
be dealt with as a local question to a large extent; but the
foundation of the study of the question must be free discus-
sion to get at the facts, and that was the kind of thing which
it was believed Divisios of the Association could pro-
mote. Then, wben they had gathered up opinion in their
own several local districts, some central agency was required
to bring their opinion to a focus and get some kind of common
national action, and in the Representative Meeting and the
central executive of the Association they had effective
agencies for these purposes.

Ethical Matters.
Lastly one came to what might be called the ethical work

of the profession. That, of course, was a somewhat distaste-
ful subject. It consisted very largely of finding fault, which
was a thing that they desired to avoid if possible. At the
same time they must bear in mind that the medical profes-
sion always had had a code of honour and a discipline of its
own, and had always claimed for itself the right to judge its
own members. It claimned for itself the right, if it considered
that members of the profession had behaved in a way which
was unbecoming, to refuse to recognize those individuals as
members of the profession. He thought they would agree
with him that if such powers were to be exercised it should
be in a cautious, deliberate, and judicial manner; not in a
haphazard manner, and not according tqthe whim of a few

individuals. If a question arose whether the conduct of a
particular medical practitioner had beenunworthy of the hon-
ourable brotherhoodto which heclaimed tobelong, the tribunal
by which hewas to be judged should be a tribunal of thewhole
body of his medical brethren in the district in which he prac-
tised. That was a sound principle surely. If there was no
such arrangement they would not be able to prevent indi-
vidual medical men from judging of the conduct of their col-
leagues and acting upon their judgement, an arbitrary judge-
ment, with the probability that much injustice would result.
Such work as that they believed the Divisions of the Associa-
tion could very well do if they were made fully representative
of the profession in the district as they should be. Many of
these questions raised points of great difficulty upon which
the local medical practitioners might feel some doubt in pro-
nouncing a judgement of their own. In such cases the world-
wide organization of the British Medical Association offered
them an opportunity of having their problems considered
practically by the whole profession, and the opinion and the
action of the Division guided in that way.

Divisions and Local Societies.
Having thus reen how the Divisions could work and could

co-operate through the central organization, let them consider
the problem of the relationship of the Division of the British
M-edical Association and the purely local medical society. It
had been suggested that there was an attempt on the part of
the Association to coerce local medical societies. There was
nothing of the kind. The matter was entirely one for the
members of local medical societies themselves. It was for
them to judge to what extent they cared to devote their
energies to carrying on two or tbree societies if they were of
opinion that one society could do the whole of the work. If
they thought that they needed two, three, four, or six societies
by all means have them.

Questions for Consideration.
He only asked them to consider these points. If they had

80 many societies they had to find officers to staff them, and
so far as he could perceive the number of men in any district
who would be found willing to give the time and energy, and
who were efficient officers, was strictly limited. In the
second place, if through that multiplication of societies they
had so many sets of meetings carried on instead of having
meetings of one strong society, there would not be such good
attendances at the meetings. Again, if they had so many
societies they would have small jealousies arising between
one society and another, and men would take advantage o0
these jealousies, some to remain attached to one society and
some to another, and so they fostered that kind of cliqueism
which was the death of medical union. What he suggested
for their consideration was that, as a matter of efficiency, it
was better to have one strong society than several societies
less strong. He suggested, again that if they came to the
conclusion that one society could do the work they would
then consider which it should be-a purely local society
whose efforts must practically end with itself, or the Division
of the British Medical Association, which not only was able
to do all the local work which they wanted to have done, but
also had a central organization which enabled it to carry its
work to a more pomplete issue than any purely local society
could expect. They would observe that there was no sug-
gestion of coercion in all that. He simply tried to put the
facts before them and asked them to consider these facts for
themselves, and-not to-day, to-morrow, next week, or next
month-at some time in the future, at their own discretion,
to come calmly and deliberately to a conclusion as to whether
it was necessary for Bradford to have more than one society
to carry on the social, scientific, political, and ethical work of
the profession.

Medical Defence.
This question of separate societies arose in another con-

nexion just now. They might be aware that a Committee
had been appointed by the British Medical Association to
consider whether the Association should undertake medical
defence, and had prepared a report, which they would find
in the SUPPLER[ENT of the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL for
January 30th. That report was about to be sent down to the
Divisions of the Association for consideration, and they
would be asked to express an opinion whether the Association
should establish a medical defence department. Of course,
at once there arose a question of the position of the very suc-
cessful medical defence societies which were already at work,

0
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and he suggested that they should consider that problem in
exactly the same way as he had asked them to consider the
purely local problem. Let them ask themselves whether there
was any really tangible reason why the British Medical Asso-
ciation, through a medical defence department, should not be
able to do the work of medical defence equally as well as the
existing medical defence societies. There was nothing to
prevent those who had shown conspicuous ability in the work
of medical defence in connexion with the existing societies
from doing exactly the same work on behalf of the British
Medical Association. If they were satisfied that the British
Medical Association c6uld do the work, the question next
arose for what reasons they needed separate societies for the
purpose. Had the separate society any real advantage over
the Association? and had it not the disadvantage, which he
had already laid before them, of tending to division of interests
and waste of energy in the profession ?

The Interest of the Profession.
They came back at last to the point that they started from,the interest of the medical profession. Medical societies

existed for the profession and not the profession for societies.
It was as true of societies as it was of individuals, that " It is
not all of life to live nor all of death to die." If the work of
a society could be done effectively without that society, why
should the existence of that society be continued ? There
was a tendency for the existence of a society to come to be an
end in itself instead of the means to an end, and that, he
thought, was a danger against which they in the medical pro-fession particularly needed to guard themselves. More,
perhaps, than any other profession, their time was strictly
limited. The amount of time that they could give to the
work of medical organization was very limited, and the waste
of energy by the multiplication of societies perhaps fell more
heavily upon the medical profession than upon any other.

The Interest of the Public.
He only wanted to make two further remarks in conclusion.

He wanted to emphasize again what he had already said, that
the work which they had to do through their medical associa-
tions did not end at the peculiarly selfish interests of the
profession; that they had the good of the public at heart, and
desired to make the medical profession a more efficient
instrument for serving and promoting the health of the
community.

The Members are the Association.
In the second place he asked them to remember that the

British Medical Association under its present organization
was essentially representative and democratic. It resulted
from the principles embodied in the Constitution that the
decisions of the Association did not rest with councils, or
committees, or officials, and they must not blame councils,
committees, or officials if things went wrong, but must blame
themselves. If they wanted to see things done right theymust see to it themselves. At Division meetings he had
been asked what the Association was going to do in certain
matters. His answer was that it was not for him to saywhat the Association was going to do, but for the members
before him. They, the members, were the Association, and
the Association would do exactly these things which the
general body of its members desired it to do. If it was suc-
cessful the Association owed its success to the general bodyof its members. If it should fail it would owe its failure -to
the general body of its members.
The CHAIRMAN intimated that Mr. Whitaker would be gladto answer questions, and it was agreed that these should be

submitted and dealt with in the course of a general dis-
cussion.

Dr. BIRD (Pudsey) said that he had taken a little interest in
the midwives question which had been mentioned by Mr.
Whitaker, and had endeavoured to get signatures to a peti-tion. HIe succeeded in getting forty-five signatures againstthe Midwives Bill, and found only two medical men who were
in favour of it; but it was certainly very obvious that the
feeling of the profession generally upon that question was not
taken.

Dr. BRONNER thanked Mr. Whitaker for his interesting andinstructive address, and stated that he himself belonged to all
the societies in Bradford, but felt quite sure that if they couldjoin in one society it would be a very good thing for Brad-
ford. The British Medical Association was not acting, as had
been suggested, in the interests of a certain sect, or a certain
set of savants, in London or elsewhere, but on behalf of the

I
large body of general practitioners who managed the Associa-
tion, whose wishes the Council simply carried out. They
should try to join together and form one society, and put
aside all petty jealousies and personalities, so that they
could have one central society of a more powerful character,
and embracing all sections of the medical profession.
Dr. MITCHELL sent up the following questions: "The

Association at the present moment has large sums of money
invested in valuable buildings in London which are a benefit
to metropolitan medical men chiefly. Might not less pre-
tentious premises be sufficient for the London premises, and
the surplus property sold, and the money realized be given in
large centres of population to help the local societies to
establish libraries, etc.?"
Mr. WHITAKER said that on the question of fact raised,

namely, " that the valuable buildings in London were chiefly
of benefit to metropolitan members, the only part of the pre-
mises which could be said to be especially useful to London
men was the library, which was a single room in a very large
building. Even that had to be given up regularly every
quarter for the Council meeting because there was no other
room for the purpose. The library, of course was used by
country members when they were in town; ana he supposed
that if there was to be a central library at all, London was
the most convenient place for it. There was also a question
of principle involved. If there was to be any change such as
Dr. Mitchell suggested, the constitutional means by which
such a proposal would come before the Association were that
Dr. Mitchell, as a member of the Bradford Division, should
ask the Division to carry a resolution to that effect to come
before the annual Representative Meeting of the Association.
The matter would be considered in the three months between
April and July by all the Divisions, and if, as a result, the
annual Representative Meeting approved, the thing would be
done.
Dr. HORROCKs asked whether it had b3een considered in any

Division an advantage that the divisional meetings should be
held alternately in different towns in the Division.
Mr. WHITAKER said that certain Divisions held their meet-

ings in different places in turn. - Again, in one or two Divi-
sions, members in special districts were proposing to hold
separate meetings of their own for the consideration of matters
peculiar to themselves, while wishing to remain free to attend
the general meetings of the Division.
Dr. CAMPBELL said he thought it would be of the greatest

service if some opinion could be taken that night as to whether
the majority of the gentlemen present thoughc it advisable to
unite the separate societies into one under the British Medical
Association. He did not mean that he wished them to commit
themselves, but simply to obtain the general view of those
present. If it was found to be the general opinion of that
meeting, then the different societies might take the matter
into consideration, and there might be a conference of the
three societies to bring the matter actually to a head. He
gave an illustration of the difficulties under which they were
now labouring in consequence of having three societies in the
district, and that hence some men belonged to one society
only, some to others, and no society was really representative.
If the general feeling were in favour of one society as a Brad-
ford Division of the Association, a suffieient number of new
members might be brought into the Division to make one
strong powerful society which in every respect represented
the feelings of the whole profession in Bradford and the
district.
The CHAIRMAN asked whether the feeling of the meeting

was that they should take a vote as to whether or not any
steps should be taken in the direction which Dr. Campbell
recommended.

Dr. HIME was strongly inclined to agree with the feeling as
to having one strong society, but he should feel sorry if they
were to pass a resolution even in favour of his own views
until gentlemen who might have known nothing whatever
about the proposal before coming to that meeting had had
time to think it over. In the interests of the success of the
movement itself he would strongly deprecate any such action
that night.
The CHAIRMAN pointed out that the suggestion of a vote

entirely originated with Dr. Campbell, and in any case the
question would have to be pondered by the local societies.

Dr. RABAGLIATI said that before Dr. Campbell had made
his suggestion it had been in his mind to make such a pro-
posal, but on the whole he thought now that they were
getting a sufficient indication of the feeling of the meeting
without any show of hands. There were many things to be
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considered. There was a matter of sentiment, for instance.
Some of them had belonged to the Medico-Chirurgical
Society ever siince its inception, and they might have some
sentimental feeling against bringing to an end the career of a
society which had been so extremely useful. Then, again, a
great deal of organization would have to be dealt with before
such a step as the proposed amalgamation could be taken.
No doubt they would have to have very much more frequent
meetings, and there would be many things to arrange. He
agreed with Mr. Whitaker's suggestion that they should take
time to consider a question of this sort. Apart from the
sentimental feeling which still clung to him somewhat, he
felt that on the whole his reason tended in the direction in
which Dr. Hime said that his did, namely, for the amalgama-
tion of the three societies into one large and powerful
society.
Dr. MITCHELL said he wished to raise a rather important

question with respect to finance. The annual expenditure of
the Medico-Chirurgical Society was about £60 a year so far as
he could remember. Could the Yorkshire Branch of the
British Medical Association make a sufficient grant in aid to
the Division to carry on similar meetings, or must the local
subscription be increased per head to make up for the in-
creased cost. Personally, he should be in favour of amalga-
mation if it could be properly worked, but he thought there
would have to be separate sets of officers, to take up various
aspects of the work.
Mr. WHITAKRE replied that under the present constitution

of the Association power was given to the Division-if indeed
power was needed-to raise by voluntary subscription what-
ever amounts they might need for special local purposes
from those who availed themselves of the benefits conferred.
A library in particular might very well be supported in part
or entirely by a local voluntary subscription from those who
intended to use the library. With regard to the other ex-
penses, he of course did not know the details of the £60 a
year which Dr. Mitchell was speaking of. The present
financial position of the Division was that it got a grant from
the Branch. The Branch received from the central Associa-
tion 45. per member, and was required to make therefrom to
its Divisions a grant per head per annum. The Branch
Council determined the amount of the grant per head, and
could make a grant of one amount to one Division and
another to another Division. If they found one Division
doing good work they could make them a large grant. If
they found another Division doing very little work, they
could make a smaller grant, as small a grant as they thought
proper. Here the democratic principle came in again. The
Branch Council was a representative body; not represent-
ative of the Branch but of the Divisions, since e3very Division
of the Branch was entitled to be represented on the Branch
Council in proportion to its membership. Thus the Branch
Council was really a Council of the Divisions of the Branch,
the constituencies being the Divisions, and it was for them
to instruct their representatives upon the Branch Council as
to what they wished them to do. The Branch Council so
elected and so instructed apportioned these grants; but of
course they must cut their coat according to their cloth.
They only had 4s. per head for all purposes.

Dr. MITCHKLL said that zaised another question. Many
societies had a consderable balance at the bank. Supposing
one of the absorbed societies had such an accumulation, what
were they to do with the money?
Mr. WHITAKER said that would surely be a matter for the

members of the absorbed society at the time of dissolving.
Until the new Constitution was adopted the Branehes had
funds of their own, but under the new Constitution there were
no separate Branch funds. The large balances which some
Branches then had were the property of the members of these
Branches at the time when the change in the Constitution
came into effect. Spveral Branches voted the money to carry
on the work of the Branch under the new Constitution. In
the event of the proposed amalgamation the members of the
Bradford medical societies could, so far as he knew, divide
their accumulated funds amongst themselves, or could devote
them to any purpose for the benefit of the practitioners of
Bradford that they thought proper. He took it that the
members of the Medico-Chirurgical Society would be disposed
to regard their money as a trust fund, which had been sub-
scribed for the good of the profession in past years, and,
though it need not necessarily be handed over to the Bradford
Division of the Association, he should think it would be
devoted to some purpose which was thought to be beneficial
to the practitioners of Bradford.

Dr. CAMPBELL explained that he had not proposed that
they should pass a resolution that there should be an amalga-
mation of the societies. That meeting was not competent to
pass any such resolution, but he had thought that they had
an exceedingly representative meeting that night, and that if
they, in that very repreaentative meeting, were of opinion
that amalgamation would be wise, an expression of that
opinion, though not binding, would strengthen the hands of
the officials of the various societies in summoning a confer-
ence to consider the question among themselves, or, if they
liked, at a meeting of all the societies together.
Dr. DRURY said it appeared to him that the discussion had

already answered all the purposes that Dr. Campbell could
fairly claim, from a meeting convened in this manner. The
to:ie of the meeting was shown distinctly to be in favour of
some union of the medical profession. Upon that point
every one of them appeared to be practically in agreement.
He thought the veil they put over themselves in connexion
with pecuniary matters was drawn too close. They must live,
and they saw methods being adopted which older practitioners
did not approve of, but all that would be altered by some such
organizition as had been suggested by Mr. Whitaker, which
could voice the opinion of the whole profession. Mr.
Whitaker had referred to the fact that the British Medical
Association did not get the voice of the profession
upon the Midwives Bill. He thought it was greatly to
the discredit of the Association that it did not do so, be-
cause the voioes of these practitioners could have been heard.
The value of organization was shown by the work of the
Association of Public Vaccinators. The Association of
Public Vaccinators took action a little time ago in the
matter of the Local Government Board inquiry into the
expenses of vaccination administration, and three repre-
sentatives of that Association were welcomed at Whitehall
to speak of the difficulties under which they worked. The
question was there impressed upon them as to whether they
represented the public vaccinators, and it was said that if
they did their word would be of considerable value. There-
fore he would say that a scheme by which the voice of the
medical profession should be really and distinctly heard
would be of the greatest value. He should like to ask
Mr. Whitaker whether it had occurred to those in authority
in London in connexion with the British Medical Association
that some scheme could be arranged by which associations
could be affiliated for the time being or co-ordinated with the
British Medical Association, in such a manner that on points
of great interest to the whole profession, or even on special
points affecting particular localities, the voice of the asso-
ciations which already existed could be centralized and
focussed; whether some kind of graduated steps could be
taken, some scheme of affiliation by which the societies
would bemore or less amalgamated by some more gentle
process. He was a member of a medical society which by
resolution had expressed the view that they should not
amalgamate; but he knew that all its members were really
willing for something of the kind which Mr. Whitaker had
been putting before them that night. Had any kind of
scheme been suggested by which some gradual process could
be carried out?
Mr. WHITFAKER, with reference to Dr. Drury's suggestion

that it was discreditable to the British Medical Association
that they had not ascertained the views of the members of
the Association on the Midwives Bill, said the answer was
that the Council of the Association did as well as they could
with the means at their disposal at the time, trying postcard
votes and reference to the Branches, both of which proved
unsatisfactory. The point was that the means then at the
disposal of the Council were insufficient. Hence the re-
organization. As to the kind of semi-detached relations
suggested by Dr. Drury between local medical societies and
the Association, he saw a good many practical difficulties,
which if time had permitted he should have asked Dr. Drury
to consider. For instance, as to finance: the central work
of the British Medical Association was somewhat expensive
work. Would these societies support the Association in that
respect ? But the point he had always urged referred not to
societies but to individuals-that they should support the
Association by becoming members. It seemed to him that a
man must be a member of the Association or not, and he
could see no half-way house between those two positions. If
they were members of the Association it was a matter for
themselves entirely how many other societies they chose to
carry on.

Dr. HORROCKS, in proposing a vote of thanks, said he
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thought that Mr. Whitaker had answered some of the points
that had been raised at the meeting, and had nmade out a very
good case indeed for amalgamating with the British Medical
Association. He had shown them how ineffectual, compara-
tively, the isolated efforts of the Medico-Ethical and the
Medico-Cairurgical Societies must be. It was true that in
the Medico-Ethical Society they had a sort of feeling that it
was more local in its work, but he thought that that work
could be quite well taken up by the Bradford Division of the
Association. As regarded the Medico-Chirurgical Society,
the scientific society for that town, he experienced very much
the same feeling which Dr. Rabagliati had expressed. Their
meeting together at one place, in the old library of the Brad-
ford Infirmary, had been homely and pleasant to him. It was
a very difficult matter exactly to balance political work and
scientific work, and, unless there were two separate sets of
meetings, one dealing with political and ethical work and the
other dealing with scientific work, he felt sure that one would
be likely to push the other out. Then he felt, too, that there
might be difficulties in regard to the money matter. The
whole trend of the present policy of the British Medical
Association, however, was for ideas to originate below and
travel up and culminate above, and if they wished their dif-
ferent societies to coalesce amicably with the British Medical
Association it was better that this matter should originate in
the local societies and end in the British Medical Associa-
tion.

Dr. HIME seconded the resolution. He said Mr. Whitaker
had come there in the aspect of an official of the British
Medical Association to spread the gospel of union among the
scattered population of that wild district of Yorkshire. That
a strong, united society representing the interests of the
medical profession was much wanted in the country he be-
lieved they all felt convinced, but that did not say that there
was not a good deal of difficulty to be overcome before that
was likely to be accomplished. The efforts of those who took
part in the Manchester Conference had borne good fruit, and
they managed eventually to bring about the reform of the
British Medical Association. One of the difficulties which
seemed to him to exist was connected with the conduct of the
JOURNAL. It had not always been the case that the JOURNAL
had represented the views of the Association as expressed at
the annual meeting. They knew that strong resolutions had
been passed at annual meetings, and that the line of action
approved by those resolutions had been absolutely negatived
by that exceedingly powerful and ably-conducted JOURNAL.
He trusted that under the new r6gime that would be impos-
sible. He did not wish it to be supposed that he thought it
was not possible to bring a scheme of this kind to a suecessful
issue, but he wished that the matter should be carefully con-
sidered, and was exceedingly glad that the suggestion of
pressing a resolution upon that meeting had not been carried
out, for he thought that the very best means of promoting
harmonyand unity and goodwill was to allow them ample op-
portunity of considering the proposal.The CHAIRMAN said before he put the resolution he wished
to remark, with regard to Dr. Horrocks's statement, that he did
not see any diffieulty in such an amalgamation as had been
thought of taking place, by the Medico-Ethical and the
Medical-Chirurgical Societies becoming a part of the Division.
He had always maintained the opinion that scientific sub-
jects were better separated from ethical subjects, and if this
amalgamation took place there would be no difficulty in
setting apart evenings for scientific discussion, and other
evenings for other classes of work.
The resolution was then put and carried.
Mr. .WHITAEBR, in reply, thanked them for the kind way in

which he had been received. He thought his thanks were
due to them for assembling in such numbers to hear an
address upon what was often thought to be a somewhat dry
subject. and for the very attentive hearing which they had
given him. He should be very glad if the result of his visit
was to prove to be of some benefit-he would not say to the
Bradford Division, but to the medical practitioners of
Bradford and the medical profession of this country.

Dr. MCGIEE moved a vote of thanks to the Chairman, and
said they could honestly congratulate Dr. Goyder upon the
judgement and tact with which he had conducted the
meeting, and had met what at one time had appeared to be a
difficulty.

Dr. RABAGLIATI seconded the resolution, and it was
carried.
The CHAIRMAN briefly replied in acknowledgement, and

the meeting ended.
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rThe proceedings of the Divisions and Branches of the Associa-

tion relating to Scientific and Clinical Medicine, when reported
ty the Honorary Secretaries, are published in the body of the
OURNAL.]

BORDER COUNTIES BRANCH.
A GENERAL meeting of this Branch was held in the Dumfries
and Galloway Royal Infirmary, Dumfries, on December xith,
I903. The PRESIDENT, Dr. Maxwell Ross, was in the chair,
and about thirty members were present.
The PRESIDENT relerred to the great loss which the Branch

had suffered through the death of its last year's President,
Dr. Gray Ormrod, of Workington. He referred to the deep
and active interest which Dr. Ormrod took in the affairs of
the Branch and how hard he had worked on its behalf. He
reminded the members present of the exceptional position
which Dr. Ormrod occupied as "Medallist of the Association"
in recognition of his courage and pluck; and he moved a
resolution expressing the sympathy of the meeting towards
his widow and children, which was unanimously agreed to.
The President then dwelt, in some detail, upon the Medical
Acts Amendment Bill, and a discussion followed in which
several members took part.

COLOMBO, CEYLON BRANCH.
A PATHOLOGICAL meeting was held on Friday, June igth, 1903,
Dr. SINNETAMBY in the chair. Seventeen [members were
present.

Paper.-Dr. S. C. PAUL read a paper on Serum Reactions.
Specimens.-Dr. A. J. CHALMERS exhibited the following

specimens: Microscopical and macroscopical specimens of
inflammations of the kidney in Ceylon; a method of pre-
serving pathological specimens specially suited to Ceylon;
osteoporosis in horses in Ceylon and saffranine test for sugar
in urine; Dr. V. VAN LANGENBEERG showed the clinical
method of determining blood pressure; Dr. DA.VID ROCK-
WOOD showed physiological method of determining blood
pressure.

A CLINICAL meeting of this Branch was held on Saturday
July i8th, 1903. The chair was taken by the President, Dr.
T. F. GARVIN, and there were nine members present.

Confirmation of Minutes.-The minutes of the two previous
meetings were read and confirmed.

Letter from General &cretary.-The SECRETARY read a letter
dated May i3th, 1903. from the General Secretary of the
Association regarding the dispatch of the report of Council as
to the general state and proceedings of the Association since
the last annual meeting, together with the financial state-
ment for the year I902, and the estimate of probable income
and expenditure for the current year, also a copy of the
notices of motion given for the Annual Representative
Meeting.

Clinical Cases.-Dr. V. VAN LANGENBERG exhibited a case
of myxoedema.-Dr. S. C. PAUL showed a case of cancer of the
breast and syphilitic necrosis of frontal bone.-Dr. M.
SINNETAMBY: A case of hysteria.-Dr. DAVID RoCKWOOD
showed a case of myxoedema.-Dr. W. H. DE SILVA showed
ophthalmic cases of double anophthalmos with congenital
cysts.-Dr. A. J. CHALMERs exhibited post-mortem specimens
of fat necrosis from suppurative pancieatitis and haemor-
rhagic pancreatitis.

Vote of Thanks.-The meeting terminated with a vote of
thanks to the chair.

AN ordinary meeting was held on Saturday, October 24th,
1903. The chair was taken by the President, Dr. T. F.
GARVIN, and there were ten members present.

Confirmation of Minutes.-The minutes of the previous
meeting were read and confirmed.

The NotiVfication of Infectious Diseases.-The SECRETARY read
a letter from the Colonial Secretary, Colombo, dated July
30th, 1903, acknowledging the receipt of the letter of July
23rd, 1903, sent by a committee of this Branch, regarding the
Report on the Notification of Infectious Diseases.

The late Dr. T. Morgan.-It was decided that a letter of
sympathy and regret should be sent to the family of the late
Dr. T. Morgan, who was a member of the Association.

Colonial Medical Library.-It was proposed by Dr. M.
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SINNETAMBY and seconded by Dr. H. BAWA that a sum of
Rs.io be given to the Honorary Secretary of the Colonial
Medical Library, Colombo, being half the eXpense for repair-
ing the punka of the Colonial Medical Library, as it is more
often used by the British Medical Association Ceylon Branch.
This was carried unanimously.

The British Medical Journal.-It was unanimously decided
that the Registrar of the Ceylon Medical College be allowed
to take on loan weekly from the honorary secretary of this
Branch, one copy of the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL, out of
the extra two copies, for the Medical Students' Library, and
to return the same after a week.

Communications.-Mrs. S. C. K. RUTNAM read notes of a rare
case of amenorrhoea.-Dr. SINNETAMBY read a paper entitled,
Some Thoughts on the Physiology of Menstruation and
Amenorrhoea.-Dr. CHALMERS showed specimens of pan-

creatic disease.

GRAHAMSTOWN AND EASTERN PROVINCE, SOUTH
AFRICA, BRANCH.
SPECIAL MEETING.

A SPECIAL general meeting of this Branch was held at Stein-
man's Hotel on January 21st.
Admission of Visitor8.-'After discussion as to the advisa-

bility of admitting persons eminent in allied sciences, such
as bacteriology or chemistry, as non-medical visitors, it was

resolved:
That a subcommittee be appointed to revise the rules of the Branch

on the lines of the "Model Rules of the British Medical Association,
and that a rule be prepared authorizing the Branch Council to nominate

honorary members for the session, and the President to admit to any

meeting distinguished visitors passing through the. town.

Proposed Medical Library.-A discussion followed on thequestion of a medical library for the Eastern Province
Branch, and the possibility of housing it in the Reference
Library of the town.
New Member.-R. C. Mullins, M.B., B.Ch., was elected a

member of the British Medical Association by the Council,
after due notice on the circular convening the meeting.
AnnualMeeting.-The annual meeting was held at Stein-

man's Hotel. Present: Drs. J. T. Bays, J. A. Coutts, W. R.
Chew, G. E. Douglas, J. F. Davis, E. G. D. Drury, A.
Edington, G. E. Fitzgerald, J. B. Greathead, F. Leslie, R. C.
Mullins, G. C. Purvis, F. A. Saunders.

Confirmation of Minutes.-The minutes of the last meeting
were read and confirmed.

Secretary's Report.-The Secretary's report for 1903 was read

and adopted.
Reports ofMeetings.-It was resolved that Branch meetings

be reported regularly to the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL and
the South Afrtican Medical Record.

Ftnancial Statement.-The financial statement for 1903 was

read, showing a balanceof£21 78. 3d. The statement was

adopted.
Election of Officers.-The following were elected officers for

1904:-President: Dr. G. C. Purvis. Vice-President: Dr. J. T.

Bays. Secretary and Treasurer: Dr. E. G. Dru Drury. Council:
Drs. J. B. Greathead, T. D. Greenlees, Alex. Edington, W. R.
Chew (Port Elizabeth), J. Conry (Fort Beaufort), G. W. Smith
(Alicedale).

Voteof Thanks toRetiring President.-A vote of thanks to
the outgoing President waspassed.

The Annual MeetingatO_ ford.-A letter was read from Dr.

Collier, President-Elect of the British Medical Association,
offering to entertain one or two delegates from the Branch at

Oxford in July. Resolved:
That Dr. Collier be thanked for his courteous offer, and that Dr.

J. B. Greathead be asked to represent the Branch.

Dr. Grpathead signified his willingness to act.
The South African Branches.-The SECRETARY read a memo-

randum" onthe position of the South African Branches under

the revised scheme of administration." A discussion fol-

lowed.
Revision ofRules.-A Subcommittee to revise the rules was

then appointed consisting of President, Vice-President, and

Secretary.

HONG KONG AND CHINA BRANCH.
THE annual meeting of this Branch was held at the Sanitary
Board offices on December 2Ist, 1903, the Hon. Dr. J. M.
ATKINSON, President, in the chair. There were present

Colonel W. E. Webb, R.A.M.C., Dr. F. 0. Stedman, Dr. W.

V. M. Roch, Dr. Maclean Gibson, Dr. 0. Marriott, Dr. Hall
Wright, Staff Surgeon Handyside, Staff Surgeon Parker, Sur-
geon Nicholson, R.N., Surgeon Hall, R.N., Surgeon Wallis,
R.N., Surgeon Miller, R.N., Dr. E. A. R. Laing, ,Hon. Secre-
tary and Treasurer.

Confirmation of Minutes.-The minutes of a meeting held
on April 30th, 1903, were read and confirmed.Financial Statement.-The annual statement of accounts
duly audited wag presented.

Election of O]jlce-bearers.-The PRESIDENT announced that
the Council of the Branch recommended the following as
office-bearers for the coming year: President: Colonel W. E.
Webb, P.M.O., R.A.M.C.; Vice-President: Hon. Dr. J. M.
Atkinson, P.C.M.O.; Council: Dr. F. 0. Stedman, Dr. G. P.
Jordan, Staff Surgeon Parker, Dr. William Hunter, Lieu-
tenant Lambelle, R.A.M.C.; Hon. Secretary and Treasurer:
Dr. E. A. R. Laing. The recommendation of the Council was
adopted nem. con.
New Members -The following were elected as members of

the Branch and of the British Medical Association: Surgeon
H. C. Woodyatt, R.N.; Surgeon W. H. Pope, R.N.; Dr. E.
C Davenport, Dr. F. W. Hall Wright, Surgeon Wm. L.
Martin, R.N.; Lieutenant F. W. Lambelle, R.A.M.C.
By laws.-The by-laws of the Branch, which were revised

by the Council on December 7th were adopted.
Election of Representative on General C'ouncil.-The Hon. Dr.

J. M. ATKINSON proposed, and Colonel WEBB, R.A.M.C.,
seconded:

That Mr. James Cantlie be elected as Branch representative on the
General Council for 1904.
Carried.
Retiring President's Address.-The Hon. Dr. J. M. ATKINSON,

in a valedictory address, briefly reviewed the work of last
session, anddstated that there were more meetings than
formerly, and all were well attended. He elected to addressthe members of theBranch on the" Annual Recurrent Attacks
of Plague in the Colony," and referred to the recent researches
of Professor Simpson and Dr. William Hunter, who proved
how easily chickens, ducks, etc., contracted the disease, both
when inoculated with a culture of the bacillus pestis, or fed
on plague material. In one case at his own house where a
fowl died from plague, the bacillus was found by the
Government bacteriologist in scrapings from the fowl-
house. Attention was drawn some time ago to numbers
of fowls dying in the public maiket, fowls imported
from Canton and Chinese villages. All the bodies
were sent to the Government bacteriologist, who found
that nearly all had died from plague. On June 4th
one fowl, five ducks, and one quail were examined post
mortem, and three were found tohave died from plague. In
his (Dr. Atkinson's) opinion, it was very probable that infec-
tion was from the lood. The fact of fowls, pigs, and
such-like domestic animals being able to contract the disease
might welle-xplain the annual recurrence of plague in Hong
Kong.

Introduction ofNew President.-The Hon. Dr. J. M. Atkinson
having received a vote of thanks as retiring President and for
his address, vacated the chair, which was taken by Colonel
Webb, President forI904.

A MEETING of this Branch was held at the Sanitary Board
Offices on Monday, January 25th; Colonel W.E. Webb,
P.M.O., President, in the chair. There were present the
Hon. Dr. J. M. Atkinson, P.C.M.O., Dr. F. 0. Stedman,
Surgeon R. H. Nicholson, Surgeon F. E. Dartnell, Dr. 0.
Marriott, Staff-Surgeon Handyside, Staff-Surgeon Parker,
Surgeon J. Dr. Mills, Dr. Maclean Gibson, Surgeon R. W. B.
Hall, Lieutenant T. E. T. Parker, R.A.M.C., Surgeon Daw,Ma jor Strickland, I.M.S., Surgeon C. Rendal Bushe, Surgeon
Woodyart, Surgeon Martin, Surgeon Raymond, Surgeon
Maekeown, Lieutenant Lambeth, R.A.M.C., Dr. W. V. M.
Roch, Dr.Bertram Barnett, and Dr. E. A. R. Laing, Honorary
Secretary and Treasurer.

Confirmation of Minutes.-The minutes of a meeting held on
December 21st,1903, were read and confirmed.
New Members.-The following gentlemen were elected as

members of the Branch: Surgeon John Verdon, H.M.S.
Fearless, SurgeonLlewellyn Lindap, H.M.S. Leviathan.

Dinner todir Frederick Treves. t wasproposed, seconded,
and carried unanimously, that Sir Frederick Treves, K.C.V.O.,
C.B., be entertained to a dinner by the Branch duringhis
visit to the Colony.

[MARCH 19, 1904.MEETINGS OF BRANCHES AND DIVISIONS.
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LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE BRANCH:
ALTRINCHAm DIVISION.

THE quarterly meeting, being the dfth general meeting of the
Division, was held at the Brooklands Hotel, Sale, on February
17th, Dr. C. J. RENSHAW presiding over a meeting which
numbered i6. Intimation of inability to attend had been
received from 13 other members; and 6 members who had
intended to attend were prevented; making a total of 35 who
replied to the circular.

Confirmation of Minutes.-The minutes of the last meeting
were signed as correct.

Reports of Officers and Committees. - The Executive Com-
mittee reported on routine matters. The Honorary Secretary
and Treasurer reported alterations in the list of members,
showing a present strength of 58; and that the Branch had
discharged the liabilities of the Division up to December 3Ist,
1903.
Matters Referred to Divisions.-Resolved that further dis-

cussion on the Medical Acts Amendment Bill be adjourned
sine die. Resolutions were passed on the vaccination ques-
tions (4) and (6), and have been communicated to the General
Secretary.
Boundary.-The Honorary Secretary was instructed to apply

for an alteration of the boundary of the Division so as to
include Partington.

Circular Letter from Medical Secretary was read.
Ethical Rules.-The draft model ethical rules were con-

sidered, and were adopted without amendment.
Alcoholic Poisoning.-The CRAIRMAN introduced a discussion

on the advisability or otherwise of using the words alcoholic
poisoning " in death certificates, but no resolution was pro-
posed.Pharmacv,, Act.-Dr. I. J. E. RENSHAW introduced a discus-
sion on this subject, and it was resolved:
That this Division strongly disapproves of any attempt to debar medi-

cal practitioners from providing medicines for their patients.
Work of the Division.-In closing the meeting, the CHAIR-

mAN congratulated the members on the increasing interest
taken in the work of the Division, as evidenced by the steadily
increasing numbers of those present at meetings.
Dinner.-After the meeting a very enjoyable dinner was

held, eight members being present.

MALTA AND MEDITERRANEAN BRXNCH.
A GENERAL meeting of this Branch was held at Valetta on

February 8th at the Industrial Hall, Professor S.
CASSAR in the chair. Twenty-two members attended the
meeting.

Confirmation of Minutes.-Theminutes of the previous meet-
ing were read and confirmed.

Vacancies on Council.-The SECRETARY called the attention
of the meeting to the fact that Major-General O'Farrel,
P.M.O.. R.A.M.C., having left the island, a seat in the Coun-
cil of the Branch was now vacant, and that it was also neces-
sary to replace Lieutenant Colonel C. B. Hill, R.A.M.C., on
the Branch Council, that officer having also left the station.
The Secretary proposed Lieutenant-Colonel W. 0. Wolseley,
R.A.M.C., who was pleased to accept the post, andwas
elected unanimously. In lieu of Lieutenant-Colonel C. B.
Hill, Lieutenant-Colonel WOLSELEY proposed Major W. L.
Gray; this proposal was seconded bySurgeon Lieutenant-
Colonel L. MANCH:, andapproved unanimously.
Papers.-Surgeon R. T. GILMOUR, R.N., read a paper on the

isolation of the micrococcus melitensis from the synovial
fluid of a knee-joint, and showed various cultures of the
micrococcus, which he had isolated. A discussion followed, in
which Dr. T. ZAMMIT, Captain LAWSON, and Major GRAY took
part.-Dr. G. DEBONO next read a paper on the treatment of
locomotor ataxia by means of calomel injections. A few
remarks on this paper were made by Lieutenant-Colonel
WOLSELEY and further explanations given by Dr. DEBONO.

METROPOLITAN COUNTIES BRANCH:
ST. PANCRAS DIVISION.

AN ordinary meeting of this Division was held atUni-
versity College Hospital on February 25th. Dr. WYNN WEST-
COTTwas in the chair, and there was a good attendance of
members.
Medwcal Men in Parliament.-Dr. WALTER SMITH, in an

earnest speech, introduced a debate on the question of the

presence of medical men in the House of Commons, and
moved the following resolution:
That notice of motion be given for the Representative Meeting

on behalf of the St. Pancras Division: "That it is advisable that
funds of the Association should be applied to securing the presenee
in Parliament of medical me. who are able and williug to represent the
opinion of the profession, and that the Council be instructed to consider
how this can be most effectively oarried out."
The majority of the members took part in the discussion that
followed, and the CHAIRMAN having summed up, the resolu-
tion was carried.

TOTTENHAM DIVISION.
A MEETING of this Division was held at the Tottenham Hos-
pital on Friday, January 29th. Dr. HOOPER MAY presided.

Medical Acts Amendment Bill.-Mr. J. S. WHITAKER, the
Medical Secretary, attended and introduced a discussion
on the Medical Acts Amendment Bill, some of the most
important clauses of which were discussed by those members
who were present. The proposed Bill was approved as a
whole, but more decided opinion and voting on the various
clauses were deferred to a subsequent meeting.

WANDSWORTHI DIvISION.
A MEDICO-POLITICAL meeting was held on Thursday, January
28th, at the Town Hall, Wandsworth, Dr. M. G. BIGGs in the
chair, and thirteen other members and three guests attended.

Confirmatin of Minutes.-The minutes of the last meeting
were confirmed.
Hospital Abuse.-The Representative on the Branch Council

reported what had taken place in the interval. Resolutions
with reference to hospital abuse were proposed and dis-
cussed, theSecretary having previously briefly reported the
tabulated result of replies received from eighty hospitalsshowing their various systems in vogue to prevent abuse.
These resolutions passed were forwarded for the considera-
tion of the Representative Mel ting at Oxford. ColonelMontefiore, who attended, explained the views of the Charity
Organization Society.

The Removal of King's College Hospital.-In response to a
letter received from the Medical Board of King's College Hos-
pital a special committee of Drs. Biggs, Lyster, and Rowland
Fothergill was formed to combine with the Lambeth and
Norwood Divisions in taking steps to arrange a scheme satis-
factory to the local practitioners with regard to the out-
patient and in-patient departments of this hospital at their
new site in South London.

The AnnualMeeting, 1905.-Dr. MACMANUS proposed, Dr.
FRAZER seconded, and it was carried unianimously:
That the Central Council should be approached with the view of

urging them to arrange for the 1905 annual meeting to be held in
Ireland, and so to aid by their presence the local practitioners.
Expenses of Divisional Representative at Oxford.-Dr. BIGGS

proposed, Dr. LYSTER seconded, and it was carried unani-
mously:
That every member be asked to make a voluntery subscription of at

least 2S. in order to defray the expenses of the Divisional representative
attending the Oxford meeting.

The Midwives Act.-The Midwives Act (1902) Committee
having forwarded a resolution as being urgent, it was unani-
mously reselved:
That the Central Council be asked to approach all religious bodies

at once with the view of drawing their attention to the importance of
Formg certificate only being given to bona-fide midwives by the clergy
as individuals.

Vote of Thanks.-A vote of thanks to Colonel Monteflore for
his attendance was cordially approved.

NORTH OF ENGLAND BRANCH.
A MEETINGof the Council of this Branch washeld in Sunder-
land on January 28th, Dr. BURMAN, the President, in the
chair. There were present Drs. Robson, MeDowall, Lachlan
Fraser, Hall, Dagger, Blacklock, D. F. Todd,M odlin,
Waterson, Davis, Watson, Knott, Jepson, Murphy,Hunter,
Cox (Honorary Secretary), and Mr. RutherfordM orison.
Apologies for non-attendance from Drs. J. Drummond, Lyle,
and Howell wpre read.

Election of Members.-Sixteen candidates were unanimously
elected.

Deputation frosn the Northumberland and Newcastle MedicalAssoiation.--Professor GEORGE MURRAY attended as a deputa-
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tion from this Association, and said he had come in answer to
the invitation virtually given to associations such as theirs,
by the resolution passed by the Branclh Council, and confirmed
by the Branch, declaring the ability and willingness of the
Braneh to undertake all work of interest to the profession,
and including that done by the county unions. His Associa-
tion had very carefully considered the matter by means of a
Committee which had had a good deal of information laid
before it, and they had finally come to the conclusion that
they would be doing a good thing for the profession and for
the members of their Association if they became absorbed by
the Branch. Before they dropped their organization they
must be convinced that the work they had been doing would
not be neglected, and in order that they should be convinced
of this they would lay down certain conditions which must
be fulfilled. He then proceeded to specify the conditions,
and said that if these could be met they would wind up their
Association, and could promise to bring into the British
Medical Association at least twenty new members who would
otherwise probab-ly remain outside. Considerable discus-
sion took place on the subject, and the general feeling was
that there would be little, if any, difficulty in satisfying
the conditions as laid down by Professor Murray. It was
resolved that a committee be formed to consist of six mem-
bers of the Branch Couneil (together with the President and
Honorary Secretary ex officio) along with three members ap-
pointed by the Northumberland and Newcastle Medical Asso-
ciation; this committee to consider the whole question and
report to an early meeting of the Council. Drs. Murphy,
Jepson, Davis, Hall, Todd, and Dagger were selected to repre-
sent the Branch Council. (Professor Murray, Dr. W. S.
Campbell, and Mr. Rutherford Morison have since been
nominated by the N. and N.M.A.)

Report8 from-Division. -Reports from the Divisions were
then read, showing that in most of them good work is being
done. Several seem as yet hardly to have grasped the possi-
bilities of Division work.
Financial Statement.-Dr. Cox then made a statement of

income and expenditure of the Branch up to the end of the
year, and also gave an estimate for the incoming year. A dis-
cussion took place on these statements, and the opinion was
expressed that the financial state of the Branch seemed to
warrant it undertaking the responsibilities of the work sug-
gested by the deputation from the Northumberland and
Newcastle Medical Association.

SOUTH WALES AND MONMOUTHSHIRE BRANCH:
CARDIFF DIVISION.

A GENERAL meeting of this Branch was held on January 218t,
Dr. W. T. EDWARDS in the chair.
Local Adminitration of Midwives Act.-Dr. E. WALFORD,

Medical Officer of Health, Cardiff and Port Districts, contri-
buted a paper on the Local Administration of the Midwives
Act, 1902. After describing the general provisions of the Act
and alluding to the constitution and rules of the Central
Midwives Board, Dr. Walford referred to the fact that the Act
provided no security for the payment of the fee of the medi-
cal man who was liable to be called in; the council of the
county borough of Cardiff had appointed the Health Com-
mittee of that council as the local supervising authority, and
that Committee had appointed their medical officer of health
as the executive officer. They had further appointed a woman
inspector, and already sixty to seventy applications had been
received and twelve notifications of intention to practise.
Very few of these women could read or write and doubtless
there would for some time be considerable dificulty in insist-
ing on the due fulfilment of regulations as to filling in re-

ports, etc. He (Dr. Walford) would suggest the establish-
ment of a training centre for midwives in Cardiff.
With all its difficulties of administration, the Act would prove
beneficial in regulating the practice of midwives. The mor-
tality from puerperal fever was always higher where the pro-
portion of labours attended by midwives was largex. That
proportion was in Wales very large, and the mortality from
puerperal fever varied from 6.7 in N. Wales to 6.i in South
Wales. when the average rate for England and Wales was 4.7.
Several members joined in the discussion which followed, and
it was unanimously agreed on the motion of the HONORARY
SECRETARY, seconded by Dr. JOHN POWELL, to empower the
Executive Committee of the Division to appoint a deputation
from among the members of the Division to wait upon the
local supervising authority, with especial reference to the
securing of the payment of a fee to the medical man who might

be called in by the midwife under the rules of the Central
Midwives Board.

MONMOUTHsHIRE DIVISION.
THE quarterly meeting of this Division was held at the
Asylum, Abergavenny, on Friday, February 26th, Dr. J. W.
MULLIGAN in the chair. The members present were: Drs.
Lloyd, Redwood, Hamilton, Glendinning, Coulter, Essex,
D. J. Jones, Howard-Jones, J. McGinn, Nelis, E. Y. Steele,
W. D. Steel, S. H. Steel, and Greer.

Confirmation of Minute8.-The minutes of the previous
meeting at Newport were read and confirmed. Expressions
of regret at inability to attend the meeting were read from
Drs. G. A. Brown and L. D. Gamble.

,lReports.-The report of the Branch Council was approved
on the motion of Dr. W. D. STEEL, seconded by Dr. REDWOOD.
The report from the Medical Secretary of the Association,
giving the opinion of the Solicitor to the Association on the
regulations was read and accepted
Letter from General Secretary.-A. letter was read from the

General Secretary of the Association declaring that it was in-
tended to include three members who were resident in Mon-
mouthshire in another Division. There was a considerable
amount of discussion on this subject. Dr. GLENDINNING pro-
posed and Dr. D. J. JONES seconded, and it was carried
unanimously:
Thatall members of the Association resident in Monmouthshire shall

be members of the Monmouthshire Division. I

The A8sociation and Medical Defence.-Dr. W. D. STEEL
moved:
That the members of this Division approve of the Association taking

up the defence of its members for such additional subscription as the
Defence Committee may decide. That steps be taken to amalgamate
such Defence Department with the existing Medical Defence Unions and
Societies.
Dr. Steel, in moving the resolution, spoke of the great im-
portance of medical defence; he quoted local cases in which a
defence society had acted with the greatest satisfaction to the
members interested and to the profession. He showed how
specially liable medical men were to attacks on their char-
acterand to insinuations and charges of want of skill. He
said that it was most essential to the success of the scheme
that amalgamation with the other societies be secured.
Dr. HAMILTON, in seconding the resolution, said that it

would be a calamity if amalgamation were unsuccessful; that
it would be a danger to the profession to have a number of
competing societies; he hoped Dr. Steel would introduce into
his motion a clause making this amalgamation an absolute
necessity to the carrying out of the scheme.
Dr. REDWOOD said that he did not feel inclined to leave his

present Society for any new society.
Dr. HOWARD-JONES pointed out that it was part of the

scheme of the Association that the various societies should
merge themselves in one professional department for the pro-
vision of medical defence.
Mr. R. J. COULTER and Dr. D. J. JONES also insisted on the

necessity for amalgamation.
Dr. T. E. LLOYD suggested that there be added to the re-

solution a clause-
That the subscription be not more than Ios.
This was accepted by Dr. STEEL.
Dr. S. H. STEEL thought that the Division had no power to

define the amount of the subscription. It might reallv work
out at less than this amount. The resolution which finally
took shape and passed unanimously was:
That the members of the Monmouthshire Division approve of the

Association takingup the defence of its members, provided that there
be an amalgamation of the Defence Department of the Association with
the existing Defence Unions and Societies. That the annual subscrip-
tion to the Defence Department shall not exceed Tos.
A vote of thanks to Dr. Glendinning for his kind hospitality

was proposed by Dr. W. D. STEEL, seconded by Dr. ESSEX,
and carried unanimously.
Dr. ESSEx and Dr. D. J. JONES offered the hospitality of

the Pontypool Hospital to the members of the Division when
the time came to arrange a meeting there. These gentlemen
were thanked for their very kind invitation, and a pleasant
meeting terminated.

SYDNEY AND NEW SOUTH WALES BRANCH.
THE regular monthly meeting of the Branch was held on
Friday, October 30th, 903, at the Royal Society's Room,
Sydney; Dr. BRADY, President, in the chair. There were 47
members present.

[MA'ROA 19, 104.
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Confirmation ofMinutes.-The minutes of the previous meet-
ing were read and confirmed.
Lodge Practice.-A letter was read from Dr. Kinross, of

Inverell, asking for the co-operation of members of the Branch
re the lodge practice in that town.
New M,ember. -The PRESIDENT announced the election of Dr.

Effie Stillwell.
Communications.-Dr. BINNEY read notes on puerperal

sepsis. A discussion ensued, in which Drs. MACCULLOCH,
WORRALL, PALMER, CRAGO, SYDNEY JONES, STACY, GORDON
CRAIG, and MARY BOOTH took part; and Dr. BINNEY replied.
-Dr. SCOT SKIRVING read notes on the clinical signs and
pathological conditions in a case of Addison's disease. Pro-
fessor WELSH read notes on the same case.-Dr. MACDONALD
GILL m&de remarks on a case of Addison's disease, and
exhibited the adrenals from a case of Addison's disease.-Dr.
JAMIESON exhibited some pathological specimens. Drs.
GLEDDEN, FLYNN, CRAGO, and BRADY made some remarks on
the case; Dr. SCOT SKIRVING and Professor WELSH replied.-
Dr. STACY exhibited an anatomical specimen, kidney with
accessory renal artery.-Dr. SANDES exhiibited: (I) Skiagraph
showing a probably hydatid of the lung; (2)photograph show-
ing a congenital displacement of the kidney.-Dr. HERSCHELL
HARRIS exhibited the " spinthariscope," an instrument
designed by Sir Wm. Crookes, showing the scintillations of
radium.

ULSTER BRANCH.
THE winter meeting of the Branch was held in the Medical
Institute, Belfast, on Wednesdav, January 27th, at 4 p.m.;
Dr. THos. McLAUGHLIN (Derry), President of the Branch, in
the chair. Forty-two members were present.

Confirmation of Minutes.-The minutes of the autumn
meeting were read and confirmed.
Report of Council.-The HONORARY SECRETARY (Dr. Calwell)

reported that the Council had passed one account of ios. 6d.,
and recommended for election seven new members. The
Council also recommended that 3 p.m. be the hour of meeting
in Belfast, instead of 4 p.m., and that the spring meeting be
held in Portadown.

YORKSHIRE BRANCH:
BRADFORD DIVISION.

AN ordinary meeting of this Division was held at the Eye
and Ear Hospital, Bradford, on Tuesday, January 12th.

Confirmation of Minutes.-The minutes of the last meeting
were read and confirmed.
Medical Organization.-Dr. METCALFE (one of the Honorary

Secretaries) proposed, and Mr. H. E. TAYLOR seconded, the
following resolution:
That the Bradford Division invite Mr. Whitaker, Medical Secretary

of the British Medical Association, to address the medical practitioners
of the district on medical organization, and that the Bradford and West
Riding Medico-Ethical Union be asked to join with the Division In
carrying out the suggestion.
-This was unanimously agreed to.

Contract Medical Practice.-A letter was read from the
Honorary Secretary of the Shipley Medico-Ethical Society
asking for the help of the Division in the dispute between the
medical men of Shipley and the Oddfellows. The sympathy
of the Division was extended to the Shipley medical men,
and further action in the matter was referred to the Ethical
Committee.
Ethical Rules.-The rules suggested for the guidance of the

Division in ethical matters, and drawn up by the Ethical
Committee, were considered seriatim and approved. The
Secretaries were instructed to forward them to the Ethical
Committee of the Association for approval.

BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
ELECTION OF MEMBERS.

ANY candidate for election should forward his application
upon a form, which will be furnished by the General Secre-
tary of the Association, 429, Strand. Applications for mem-
bership should be sent to the General Secretary not less than
thirty-five -days prior to the date of a meeting of the
Council,

GUY ELLISTONq, Geeral Secretary.

THE ASSOCIATION AND MEDICAL DEFENCE.
THE MEDICAL DEFENCE COMMITTEE OF THE BRITISH

MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
THE following is the text of the scheme for medical defence
prepared by the Medical Defence Committee of the Btitish
Medical Association, and directed by the Council to be
remitted, together with the explanatory memorandum,
adopted by the Committee at a subsequent meeting, to the
Honorary Secretaries of Divisions for circulation to every
member, and for the purpose of taking a poll:

THE SCHEME.
i. Confirmation of Special Resolutzons.-Confirmation by the

Representative Meeting of the Resolutions passed at Birming-
ham on 13th July, I896, confirmed at Carlisle on 28th July,
I896, and registered at Somerset House, iith August, I896,
altering the Memorandum of Association and establishment
of the same before the Courts.

2. Amalgamation of Existing Societies.-Invitation to the
Medical Defence Union, to the London and Counties Medical
Protection Society, and to the Medical and Dental Defence
Union of Scotland, and other like Societies engaged in Medical
Defence, to merge themselves in the British Medical Associa-
tion to form one professional department for the provision of
medieal defence.

3. Election of Central Committee.-Election by the Repre-
sentative Meeting and Council of a Central Medical Defence
Committee (this Committee also to act for England and
Wales). The Central Medical Defence Committee to consist
of I5 members, including a representative from the Scottish
and Irish Committees respectively, together with 6 members
elected by the, Council and 7 by the Representative Meeting.

Election of Scottish and Irish Committees respectively.-Elec-
tion by the representatives from Scotland and Irehend present
at the Annual Representative Meeting of a Scottish 'Medical
Defence Committee. and an Irish Medical Defence Committee
respectively. The Scottish Committee to consist of io mem-
bers and the Irish Committee of 8 members. Every member
of a Defence Committee must be a subscriber to the Medical
Defence, Department of the Association.

4. Register of Members.-Establishment by the Central De-
fence Committee of a Register of the names of those Mem-
bers of the Association who wish to receive the benefits of
Medical Defence, and who for that purpose are willing to pay
an annual subscription of ten shillings in advance, in addi-
tion to the Annual Subscription to the Association of twenty-
five shillings.

5. Appointment of &cretaries and Additimnal Oj7lcers.-Ap-
pointment by the Council of a Medical Defence Secretary of
the Association and appointment by the Scottish and Irish
Medical Defence Committee of a Secretary respectively. Of
these officers the first shall be a whole-timed salaried officer
of the Association, if necessary. The Central Defence Com-
mittee to have power to appoint additional officers should
occasion arise.

6. Central Committee's Decision to be Final.-The final de-
cision whether the' Association shall take up the defence of
any given case shall be vested wholly and without reserve in
the Central Defence Committee.

7. Disputes to be Decided by Arbitration.-All disputes
which arise between members of the Medical Defence De-
partment of the Association and which are referred to the
Defence Department shall be decided, if necessary, by arbi-
tration.
The arbitrators shall be selected by the disputants, subject

to the approval of the Central Defence Committee.
8 Control of Fnd8 by the Central Committee.-The Central

Defence Committee to have absolute control of the funds
allotted to it for the Medical Defence Department of the
Assoeiation.

9 Capitation Grant to Scottish and Irish Committees.-The
Central Defence Committee to allow the Scottish and Irish
Defence Committee respectively to expend a sum not exceed-
ing 2P. per head of the membership of the defence section of
the Association of that country.

I0. (a) Member to become Guarantor.-Every member of the
British Medical Association subscribing for Medical Defence
shall become a guarantor of not less than £i for the purposes
of the Medif al Defence Committee; and the sum total of the
amount thus guaranteed shall be entitled "The Medical
Defence Guarantee Fund," and shall be subject to the call of
the Medical Defence vomfittee.

I
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(b) The Treasurer to Advance Money upon Security of Guarantee
lund: Repayment of Advance.-On the application of the
Medittal Defence Committee in case of emergency, the Trea-
surer shall, out of the available funds of the Association, from
time totim e advance to the said Committee on the security of
the Medical IDefence Guarantee Fund, and on such terms as

shall be approved by the Council, sueh sum or sums of
money as shall be required by the said Committee; always

prp vided that the total amount of such sums thus
advanced shall at no time exceed two-thirds of the amount
of the uncalled Medical Defence Guarantee Fund. The
Trea4urer shall, subject to the approval of the Council,
require from time to time of the Medical Defence Committee
the repayment of the sum or sums thus advanced, or of any

part thereof, together with all charges thereon.
it. Income to be Bi-pended&ISly for Individual Defence.-

'Until the income of the Defence Department admits of the
R presentative Meeting directing any other course, the Cen-
tral Defence Committee shall strictly confine its expenditure
to the purposes "f the detence of individual members.

12. Tenure of 0ffice of SalariedO 18cil-&ottish and Irish.-

That the appointmenit, d'smissat supnsion regulation of

pay and of work of all salaried offiersof the lVedical Defence

DDpertment shall rest with the Central Committee of that
Department, and from their decisions on those questions there
shall be no appeal; except that theScottish and Irish Defence
Committees shall each elect or dismiss its own Secretary
without reference to the Central Committee.

EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM.
At the commencement of its deliberations the Committee

found that the Association was unable, under its Memo-
randum of Association, and on the basis of its present sub-

seription, at once to establish a Department of Medical
Defenceopen to all the Members of the Association.
Further, the Committee found that at the present
time the Association was carrying on, to a large
extent through its Standing Committees, the work
of general or collective defence, and that through
its ethical organizations it was already in part fulfil-

ling the requirements of individual defence. Thechief
need, therefore, to be provided for at presentwas the individual
defence of members of the Association. The Committee con-

spquently has constructed a scheme whereby members of the
Association who desire the privileges of individual medical
defence and who are willing to pay a special subseription for
tha purpose shall have the advantages of medical defence
under the organization, prestige, and help of the British
Medical Association.
Paragraph i.-[t is necessary in order that the Association

should carry on the work of the defence of its individual
members that the Memorandum of Association shouldhe
altered in certain paiticulars. The decision to take this step

has already been determined upon by the Association in
General Meeting, specially summoned for the purpose at Bir-

mingham on July i3th,1896 (confirmed at Carlisle July 28th,
I896, Registered Somerset House, August iith, i896).
TheResolutions then agreed to were as follows:
That the provisions contained in the Memorandum of As-

sociation with respect to the objects of the Association be
altered as follows:

i. By substituting for paragraph (a) the following paragraph,
namely:

(a) By holding the meetings of the Association in
differentparts of the United Kingdom and different
parts of the British Empire.

2. By substituting for paragraph (d) the following para-

graph, namely

(d) By the grant of expenditure of such sums of money out

of the funds of the Association for the promotion of
the medical or allied sciences, or for the defence, pro-

motion, or maintenance of the honour or interests of

the medical profession, by such means and in such
manner as the Council of the Association may think
fit, including in particular taking or defending legal

proceedings, and promoting or opposing Bills in
Parliament.

3. By substituting for paragraph (e) the following para-
graphs, namely:

(e) By undertaking any trusts that may seem to the

Council of the Association directly or indirectly con-

ducive to the interests of the medical profession.
(f) By delegating to any Branches of the Association in

the United Kingdom or elsewhere such of the powers

of the Association as in the opinion of the Council of
the Association it shall be expedient to delegate.

(g) And by such other lawtul means as in the opinion of
the Council of the Association shall seem best calcu-
lated to promote the medical and allied sciences, or
to maintain the honour and interests of the medical
profession.

By omitting from Clause 6 of the Memorandum of Associa-
tion the words' Committee of."'
These Resolutions, with such necessary modifications as

may be determined upon, will, it is proposed, be again sub-
mitted to the Representative Meeting for the further affirma-
tion by the Association in consequence of the long period that
they have been allowed to remain in abeyance. The procedure
to be followed is that, after adoption by the Rppresentative
Meeting, the permission of the High Court must be obtained
for thealterations to be made in the Memorandum inaccord-
ance with the Resolution of the Meeting. This done the
Association will then have the necessary power (under the
Companies Acts) to carry out the purposes of Medical De-
fence.
Paragraph 2 -Inasmuch as the idea of establishing by

means of the British Medical Association a Medical Defence
Department for the whole profession is to secure concentra-
tion of the strength of the profession, the Committee proposes
to invite the existing Defence Societies to co-operate inthis
object. Further, by the establishment of such a Department
it is hoped that the unification of interests thus secured will
obviate the disadvantages attendant on the existence of
various Societies instituted for the same purpose and yet
competing against each other.
This consideration is intensified by the fact that the per-

sonnel of the Soeieties and the Association is largely the
same. To make Medical Defence completely efficient it must
be carried on by a single professional organization represent-
ing the profession at large. This, in the opinion of the Com-
mittee, cannot be attained by any one of the existing Societies.
The fact that the membership of each of the Societies has
increased as the members of the profession have realized that
medical defence is an essential adjunct to practical work is
itself a cause of an increasing divergence between the Socie-
ties. If the Societies agree to combine together in the single
Di-fenee Department proposed by the Committee's scheme the
profession will gain and the success of the Association's work
will be assured by the fact that the business of the Depart-
ment may be transacted by the highly trained officers who
have already brought the work of the existing Societies
through so many difficulties to a successful issue.
Paragraph 3.-This article provides for the government and

administration of the Defence Department. Inasmuch as
certain local knowledge is requisite for the economical and
successful administration of defence work, it is suggested in
the scheme of constitution of the department that there shall
be a Central Committee which shal1 co-ordinate the work,
and which would also carry out the business arising in
England and Wales; and, further, that there shall be also
a Committee for Scotland and another for Ireland. In pro-
viding for the election of these Committees, it will be noted
that some of the members of the Representative Meeting
voting in the election of the members of their respect-
ive Committees possibly may not be subscribers to the
Defence Department. In the opinion of the Committee this
is not a matter of moment in view of the large amount of
defence work the Association is already carrying on in the
interests of the profession; and, in fact, under the circum-
stances it seems only right that each of the Representatives
of the Association in the Representative Meeting should take
part in the election.Paragraph4.-The establishment of a Register of members
who join the Defence Department is, of course, necessary
until the advantages can be extended to all the members.
The amount proposed to be paid as Annual Subscription is

taken from the experience of the existing Societies which was
kindly laid before the Committee by those bodies. Of course,
the estimates thus obtained included expenditure for many
purposes which are at present already provided for by the
Association out of the ordinary annual subscription. For the
inauguration of the scheme, however, the Committee con-
sidered it wiser to propose the sum of Ios. per annum as being
based on actual experience.
Paragraphs 5, 5a, and 12.-As regards the appointment of

Secretaries to the Committees, while it was clear that their
special intD'rest required that the Scotch and Irish Committees
should appoint their own officers, two alternative proposals

-.-- --.- ----j - -- -
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were formulated for the appointment of the Secretary to the
Central Defence Committee-that is, of the Department as a
whole.

It is therefore left to the consideration of the Divisions
whether (i) the Council should appoint a Chief Secretary of
the Department, or whether (2) the Central Committee, being
more intimately acquainted with the work required, should
appoint an officer. With this point must be considered the
further extension of the latter principle embodied in the pro-
posals contained in Paragraph 12.
Paragraphs 6, 7, and 8.-The conditions laid down in these

paragraphs are those which have been found by the experience
of twenty years work to be necessary to Medical Defence
administration.
Paragraph 9.-The question of finance involves two con-

siderations in expenditure-for example, general and local.
To meet the incidental expenses of each Committee it is
suggested that a sum of two shillings per head should be
devoted from the Central Fund.
Paragraph io.-This paragraph is drafted to provide that

the Medical Defence Department shall not only possess the
support and prestige of the Association, but that it shall
also obtain strength from the financial stability of the
Association. To provide that the Defence Department
should be secured against any special and large calls
which may be made upon it, and, at the same time, to
arrange that the Association should, as far as possible,
be protected from unreasonable risk, the Committee pro-
pose that the Association should, if necessary, advance
money on the security of a Guarantee Fund established by
the Medical Defence Department. The establishment of a
Guarantee Fund is the system existing at present among the
Defence Societies, and it may here be observed that no call
has ever been made of the kind referred to, nor if the Central
Committee exercise the same judgement and care in adminis-
tration as has signalized the work of the existing Societies,
does it appear likely that the necessity for a call will ever
arise. Further, it is to be noted that under the Constitution
of the Association all the financial work will be examined
first by the Central Defence Committee, and finally transacted
by and through the Council.
Paragraph iI.-This provision is inserted in the scheme,

not only for the reason that the general defence work is
already being carried on by the Standing Committees of the
Association, but also because until the resources of the
Defence Department have considerably accumulated the
matter requiring immediate attention is, in the opinion of the
Committee, the personal defence of the individual members
of the Association.
In conclusion, this scheme is purely an optional one, and it

is for every member of the British Medical Association to
decide for himself whether or not he wlll avail himself of the
advantages of this plan of Medical Defence.

MINORITY REPORT.
The following report of a minority of the Medical Defence

Committee was read to the Council at its meeting on January
20th by Dr. Beverley. It will be remembered that the report
of the Medical Defence Committee at which the scheme was
finally adopted had been held on the previous day.

The undersigned of the Committee beg to disagree with the
Majority Report, upon the following grounds:
The original intention of those who formulated a scheme at

Swansea was that there should be one and only one, Society
for Medical Defence, and that that society should be the
British Medical Association; the scbeme at present adopted
by the Committee simply originates a new competing body to
be added to the existing. defence societies: there being
already the Medical Defence Union, the London and Counties
Medical Protection Society, a Scotch society, and an Irish
one.
To enter into such competition, the British Medical Asso-

ciation must provide a better organization than those already
existing in which the work can be accomplished with greater
efficiency, greater promptness, and at less cost. How far the
first of these propositions can be carried out time alone will
show, but the cheapness is by no means apparent.
The Medical Defence Union has a subscription of Ios. and

an entrance fee of ios., making a total of £i for the first year,
and after that Ios. per annum. To enable a member of the
profession to get the advantage of the British Medical Associ-
ation scheme, it is firstly necessary that he should be a

member of the Association, that is, he must, pay 2i5. per
annum, and then in addition to this he will be required to
pay Ios. a year, and also subscribe to the guarantee fund,
making a total annual subscription of 355. against the Ios.
per annum of the existing societies. It will therefore be more
expensive.
In addition to this it is clear, from the scheme as formu-

lated, that the Committee will be merely an outside body,
only in connexion with the Association in name, no more
part and parcel of that body than the Medical Defence Union,
as its funds are not to be touched, except as a loan applicable
for the purposes of the Coommittee.
Thus a Committee will be using the name of the British

Medical Association, although the Council and general body
of members will, unless they be individual subscribers, have
no control over it at all; it will be an outside independent
additional organization.

M. ARDEN MESSITER.
MICHAEL BEVERLEY.

MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS FOR LIFE
ASSURANCE.

Thefollowin,g Report of a Committee appointed by the Yorwich
Division of the British Medical Association to investigate and
report on the present Scales of Remuneration offered for
Medical Examinations by Insurance Companies in Noruwich,.
and the character of the Examinations demanded, will be pre-
sented to the next meeting of theDivision, and is here published
in advance for the information of other Divisions which may
be intending to consider the subject:

REPORT.
THIs Report is based on information obtained concerning
thirty-three Life and Sickness Insurance Companies having
Offices or Agents in the city bf Norwich. The remunerations
given for Medical Examinations by thirty of these Companies
were ascertained, and twenty-two different specimens of the
Reports required from the Medical Examiner were procured.
The Committee thinks that, although the information it has
obtained is by no means exhaustive, there being several Com-
panies tradiDg in Norwich whose action in the matter under
consideration was not ascertained, yet it has had sufficient
facts before it on which to base this Report.
From the point of view of the Medical Examiner, the value

of "Insurance work" as a source of income depends, first,
on the amount of the fee offered for each examination; and,
secondly, on the quality and quantity of the work -required in
each case; and a consideration of the latter is necessary for a
proper estimation of the adequacy of the former.
In this city, too, almost every Company employs several

medical men to conduct its examinations, so that the total
received in fees by any one of them during the year does not
Amount to much; and it stands to reason that the remunera-
tion for casual professional work should be on a more
generous scale than that offered for continuous employment.
Taking first the amount of the remuneration received for a

medical examination, it will be seen from the following table
that there is a great diversity in the scales of fees given by
different Companies.

Number of Companies Giving:
One Guinea for each Examination ... ... ... ... 12

One Guinea for Policies of Ltoo and upwards, and
Ios. 6d. for those below ... ... ... ... ... ... 2

One Guinea for Policies of i50o and upwards, and
ios. 6d. for those below ... ... ... ... ... ... I

One Guinea for Policies of £200 and upwards, and
ios. 6d. for those below ... ... ... ... ... ... 3

One Guinea for Policies of £250 and upwards, and
I8s. 6d. for those below ... ... ... ... ... ... 3

One Guinea for Policies of .£3oo and upwards, and
ios. 6d. for those below ... ... ... ... ... ... 3

One Guinea for Policies of 6soo and upwards, and
3os. 6d. for those below ... ... ... ..: ... ... 4

ios. 6d. for each Examination ... ... ... ... 2

30

Five Companies have a special scale of fees when the Policy
asked for is of less than a certain amount. They are included
in the above Table, but the lower scale of fees giv(en was
ascertained in four cases.

a
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Two offer 2s. 6d. for Policies tip to £so.

55. od. for Policies from £650 to £IOO.

sos. 6d. for Policies from £sco0 to £S500.
Another offers 5s. od. Up to £625.

75. 6d. from £625 to £50.

los. 6d. from £50 to £soo.

The fourth offers 5s. od. up to £'ioo.

ios. od. from £s1Co to £6250.
The principle which apparently actuates these various Com-

panies in drawing up their Scale of Fees is that the higher the

sum insured for the larger the fee paid by the, Company for

the, Medical Examination.

This the Committee considers to be most unfair.

The Medical Examiner is a servant of the Company, is

aceting in its interests, and is paid by it; his dealings with a

Society, which according to its own statements is generally
in a highly prosperous c'ondition, should not, therefoire, be

dependent on the financial condition of the candidate for in-

surance.

Considering next the character of the report asked for from

the Medical Examiner, there is no reason to suppose that a

less thorough examination is required when the fee given is

half a guinea than when it is a guinea. Some Companies
want a smaller report when the amount insured for is under

a certain sum, but in these cases the fee given for the exami-

nation is genearally less than half a guinea, and in some in-

stances this smaller report differs little, as regards the

amount of work to be done, from the larger report.
Of the sgixteen Companies .in the preceding table offering

fees of half a guinea or a guinea, according to the amount of

the sum insured for, the -report required is exactly the same

in either case.

The Committee is of opinion that those Companies whose

financial condition only enables them in certain cases to pay

a smaller fee for example half a guinea, should ask for a

proportionately shorter report.
In several of the reports some of the investigations asked

for go bey!ond the limits of what is ordinarily accepted as

necessary in conducting an examination for life ;nsuranee,
and if strictly carried out would be as objectionable to the

Candidate as to the Examiner. The following are examples:
x. Do you find, after careful Inquiry and physical examination,

any evidence of past or present disease of the eyes or

skin ?

2. If there is any deafness, the condition of the tympana must

be determined by actual examination.

3 If there has been stricture at any time, the Examiner should

ascertain by actual examination that it is cured.

Most medical men would be puzEzled to answer the follow-

ing cluestions, asked by one Company:
(a) Do you find, after physical examination, any evidence of

disease of the middle ear?P
(b) Is his (candidate's) build a family characteristic or indi-

vidual to party ?

There is one compainy which requiresi the Medical Examiner

to visit Candidates in their own homes, if requested to do so.

If they live at a distance from this city, the expen'se of the

journey has to be borne by the Medical Examiner, and it has

happened that his arrival has been by no means welcome.

in great measure these misunderstandings may be the fault

of the Company's Agent but the pledge exacted by the Com-

pany from the Medical 6fficer, that he shall visit Candidates

at his own expense, is corroborative of the general tendency,
sBhown by. most of the facts mentioned in this Report, for

many Insurance Companies to require an amount of work

from their Medical Officers quite disproportionate to the

remuneration given.
In order to give an idea of the nature of the work asked for

by some Companies, copies of three different reports are

appended and the amount (not the maximum) of the fee given
to the Medical Referee foreiach, stated.

The Committee considers that in these instance the remune-

ration is much too low for the amount of work demanded.

Reports A and C are for small Policies, as a rule, taken out

chiefly by members of the "working class," and they bot-h

show how, while the Medical Officers' fee dwindles propor-

tionately to the value of the Policy, till it almost reaches the

vanishing point, the number of questions to be answered

remains substantially the same. Report B, though possibly an
extreme instance, is unfortunately by no means unique as

regards the character and number of the.questions asked.

In mn"y reports' the Medical Officer is asked whether he

considers the applicant able to keep up the policy. The Coin.

mittee consiiders; that such inquiries shouild not form part of

a medical examination, The Medical Officer should merely

report on the physical condition of the applicant; the latter's
financial condition should be ascertained by the Agent.
The Committee desires to state that many of the Companies

included in this report treat their Medical Referees fairly,
both in the matter of fees and repor3ts.
The names of those which, as far as could be ascertained,

give One Guinea for all examinations, irrespective of the
value of the Policy, are-the Norwich Union, the Equitable, the
l,aw Union and Crowvn, the New York Mutual, the Liverpool,
London, and Globe, the Cler,gy Mutual, the Standard Life, the
Scotti.sk Wfidows, the Legal and General, the Economic Life, the
National Provident Instttution for Mutual Life Assurance, and
the Friends' Pr-ovident Institution.
The Law Union and Crown has, however, since this investi-

gation was begun, shown a desire to lower its fees, and untilI
.the profession takes up a definite attitude on this quesqtion
and insists on adequate fees, others must be expected to follow
suit.

It will be remembered that in the autumn of igoo the action
of the New York- Life Insurance Company, in lowering its fees
to the present standard, aroused considerable dissatisfaction
amongst, the profession, and inspired numerous letters to the
Editor of the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL. Many facts men-
tioned in this report were then made public, and a general
desire was manifested that the profession at large should take
the matter up. There seems, however, to have been no prac-
tical outcome of the agitation, and the Insurance Company
obtained the terms it asked for. There is apparently no
reason why, under existing circumstances, the tactics of
three years ago should not be repeated, and a further decreasze
in the fees paid to the Medical Examiners result.
The Committee holds that the System of a sliding scale of

fees is neither a proper nor a suitable way of remuneratiing a
Medical Examiner.

It is of opinion that the fee he receives should be propor-
tio'nate to the amount of work done by him, and that for
every full and careful report he should receive One Guinea,
while for half that sum the examination demanded should
entail less work and the report be materially shorter.

It considers that the Division should take no steps to
remedy the existing grievances until the subject has been
thoroughily investigated by other Divisions, and if possible by
the Association, and some common action decided upon. It
would sugdgest that for the present all -the Insurance Com-
panies trading in Norwich should be written to and the facts,
as stated in this report, together with the general opinion of
the Division thereon, brought to their notice, so that if any
of them felt inclined to express an opinion on this matter
they could do so before the Division had pledged itself to
definite action.

We are,
Yours faithfully,

(Signed) M. BEZVERLEY, Chairman.
D. D. DAY.
E. W. EVERETT.
J. FIELDINGa.
S. H. LONG.
R. J. MILLS.
J. H. STACY.
A. J. CLEVELAND, Hon. Sec.

A.-INDUSTRIAL BRANCH ASSURANCE.

MEDICAL REFEREE'S REPORT.

Fee, Half-a-Crown or Five Shillings, according to the Sum Assuredl.

QUESTIONS.
~.What is the personal appearance and general conformation of the

proposer?
2. Does the proposer appear in good circumstances and able to keep

up the Assurance?P
3. What is the apparent age ?
4. Have you any reason to suspect irregular or intemperate habits?
5. Is the proposer the subject of hernia, and if so, are you satisfied a

proper truss is worn ? Has the proposer any physical defect or
infirmity ?

6. Has the proposer suffered from asthma, bronchitis, gout, rheumatic
fever, or any serious illness ? If so, please state date and duration of
]ast attack, and whether in your opinion the life is affected thereby.

7. Are the veins enlarged in any part or varicose ?
5. Are there any external signs which indicate abscess ?
9. Is there any reason to apprehend paralysis, epilepsy, apoplexy, or

insanity?
Io. Is there any reason to susipect liver or kidney disease?

I
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iI. Are the heart and lungs normal in every respect and perfectly free
from disease ?

12. Are the parents alive ? If not, state age at death and cause of
death ?

13. Have any of the brothers or sisters died from phthisis, or is any
member of the family now suffering from that disease ? If so, please
give particulars.

I4. Are there any other circumstances connected with the proposer
with which you think the Company should be made acquainted?

B.-ORDINARY LIFE ASSURANCE.

MEDICAL REFEREE'S REPORT.

Fee, Half a-Guinea.
Questions to be put by the Medical Examiner, and the Answers to be

fllled in by him.
I. Wlhat is your occupation ?

2. How long have you been engaged in your present occupation ?
3. NVhat was your previous occupation?
4. Do you contemplate making any change, temporary or permanent,

in your occupation ? If so, give full details.
5. Do you contemplate changing your residenee or making a journey,

or is their any probability that you will do either? If so, give full
details.

6. In what countries have you lived the last ten years, and which
years in each ?

7. Have you now any connexion, direct or indirect, with the manu-
facture or sale of wines, spirits, or malt liquors ?

8. Have you ever had any such connexion ? If so, give full details.
9. What is your daily consumption of wines, spirits, or malt liquors ?
Io. Have you at any time used any of them to excess?
I 3i. Have you ever raised or spat blood?
12. What is the name of the Agent who induced you to make this

present application?
13. Have you ever been examined for insurance without receiving a

policy ?
14. What illnesses, diseases, or aceidents have you had since child-

hood? (The Examiner should satisfy himself that the applicant gives
full and careful answers to this question). [Space is left here for Name
of Disease, No. of Attacks, Date, Duration, Severity, and Results ]

I5. How long since you consulted or haye had the care of a phy-
sician ?

I6. If so, for what ailment, Name and address of physician.
17. Family record. [Space is left for-Age, if living; condition of

health, with full details if not good; age at death; cause of death;
duration of illness and details; and previous health of father, mother,
brothers, sisters, and all four grandparents.]

I8. Have any of your uncles or aunts suffered from consumption ?

Questions relating to the actual Medical Examzination.
I9. Rate of the pulse. Its character.
20. Age. Does age as stated seem correct?
21, Exact height and weight.
22. Girth of chest at fourth rib and of abdomen at umbilicus.
23. How well do you know party?
24. Complexion, colour of hair and eyes.
25. Is party's general appearance healthy ?

26. Is party deformed, lame, or maimed?
27. Is party a Caucasian ? If not, what is his race ?
28. Has party recently gained weight ? If so, how much and to what

is it due ?
29. Has party recently lost weight? If so, how much and to what is

it due?
30. is his build a family characteristic or individual to party ?
31. Are there any marks of small-pox or of successful vaccination ?
32. Do you find, after careful inquiry and physical examination, any

evidence of past or present disease-
33. Of brain or nervous system?
34. Of the heart or lungs ?

35. Of the stomach orany of the abdominal organs ?
36. Of rheumatism or gout?
37. Of the skin, middle ear, eyes, or any part of the body? If so,

give full details.
38. Does chemical examination of the party's urine show albumen or

sugar (even in traces) or any abnormality ?

39. State specific gravity, and if it is below IOI5 or above 1025; give
your opinion as to the cause.

40. Has party ever had any genito-urinary ailment (syphilis, stricture,
etc.) ? If so, give full details.

41. Have you any reason to suppose that the party is now or ever has
been intemperate in the use of alcohol or drugs ?

42. Have you reviewed all answers in this report and application, and,
are you sure they are clear and complete ? (Any erasures or alterations
should be initialled by the examiner.)

43. Do you believe that party has given full and true information in
all respects ?
In a special note at the end of the report, the medical examiner is

requested " .... to make every endeavour to make this report as com-
plete and precise as possible; the object being to give the Company a

pen picture of the applicant as he presents himself to you."

c.
The Fee for this Repori is Five ShiUings.

I. Is the proposer known to you? If so, how long ?
2. What age is he stated to be, and does he appear to be the age

stated ?
3. Has he any physical defect or deformity ?
4. Has he had any illness that has left permanent effects ?
5. State the frequency and eharacter of the pulse ?
6. Are the sounds of the heart normal ?
7. Has the proposed any enlarged or varicose veins ?
8. Is the respiration normal?
9. Do the lungs expand properly and equally in inspiration?
IO. Are the general shape and capacity of the chest satisfactory ?
X x. What is the condition of the tongue, stomach, and bowels ?
X2. Is there any reason to suspect disease of the liver ?
13. Is the proposed the subject of hernia? If so, state nature and

duration.
14. Is a proper truss worn ?
I5. Are there any external signs of abscess, struma, or exfoliation of

the bone ?
I6. Has the proposed resided in tropical or unhealthy climates ?
I7. Has he suffered in any way in consequence ?
i8. Has the proposed had rheumatic fever?
I9. Is he subject to rheumatism or gout?
20. Is there any reason to suspect kidney disease ? Please make an

examination of the urine.
2I . Is there any reason to suspect disease of the urinary or generative

organs ?
22. State height and weight.
23 Do their relations to each other indicate proportional physical

development ?
24. Has the proposed quffered from insanity, epilepsy, or St. Vitus's

dance? If so, give particulars and duration.
25. Has the proposed ever suffered from any serious disease? If so,

what, and how long was he ill?
26. Do you suspect that the proposed is, or has been, addicted to

irregular or intemperate habits, or is his occupation likely to shorten
life?

27. Family history. [Space is left for details of father's, mother's,
brothers', and sisters' health or death.]

28. Is the father's family healthy ?
29. Is the mother's family healthy?
30. Is any near relative suffering from consumption ?
The examiner is then required to place the life in one of four classes,

and to state briefly his reasons for doing so, and to give his opinion of
the health and constitution of the proposed.
NOTE.-If the sum is assured for less than iso, the examination of the

urine is to be omitted, and if for less than £25, the fee for this report is
Half-a-Crown.
In proposing the adoption of the report at the next meeting

of the Norwich Division Dr. Cleveland will move:
That in the opinion of the Division the remunerations offered by

many insurance companies for medical examinations of candidates are
inadequate and that some definite action be taken by the Division with
a view to raise the standard of the fees in these cases, and that the
matter be referred to the Executive Committee to decide upon the best
course to be adopted.

THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD BILL.
THis Bill, as finally settled by the draughteman and a proved
by the Conference between the Public Health and Medico
Political Committees, was submitted to the Council of the
British Medical Association at its meeting on January 20th,
when the Council adopted the following resolution:
That a draft Bill to reconstitute the Local Government Board as

amended be referred to a Parliamentary draughtsman to prepare a Bill
on the lines agreed upon bv the conference between the Public Health
and Medico-Political Committees on January 14th, 1904. Fu,rther, that
the necessary steps be taken to have the proposed Bill introduced into
the House of Commons.
A deputation representing the British Medical Association

had an interview with the President of the Local Government
Board on February 23rd, and Mr. Long undertook to convey
the views of the Association to the Committee on the Organ-
ization, Duties, and Pay of the Board of Trade and the Local
Government Board, which is presided over by the Earl of
Jersey. An offer was made to this Committee to give
evidence, but the Secretary of the Committee replied that the
Committee would prefer to receive a statement in writing.
The following Memorandum has therefore been forwarded to
Lord Jersey's Committee:

ME&MORANDUM.
To the Committee on the Organization, Duties, and Pay of the

Board of Trade and the Local Government Board.
I. The British Medical Association, as representative of the
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Medical Profession in the United Kingdom, desires most
respectfully to draw the attention of the Committee appointed
to c6nsider the Organization, Duties, and Pay of the Board of
Trade and the Local Government Board to certain conclu-
sions at which the Association has arrived concerning the
organization of the Local Government Board, which organiza-
tion in its working most materially affects the efficiency of
Public Health Administration in England and Wales.

II. The conclusions of the Association are based upon the
following facts and considerations:

(i) The facts coming constantly under the notice of all
medical practitioners, and especially of those who are
officially concerned in Sanitary Administration, as to
(a) the prevalence of preventable disease, and (b) physi-
cal unfitness, among the population of this country,
due to causes which it is believed could in a great
degree be removed by better central and local adminis-
tration.

(2) It is recognized by the Association that the causes which
have thus come under its notice as prejudicially affect-
ing the health of the community are in part due to the
ignorance and vice of individuals, in part to the lack of
instructed public opinion among the electora and mem-
bers of Local Authorities, and in part to a want of co-
ordination of Local Authorities dealing directly or
indirectly with questions of Public Health; but it is
also believed that many grave evils are directly trace-
able to defective organization of those Departments of
the Central Government which daal with matters of
Public Health, and to a want of proper co-ordination of
these Departments with one another and with Local
Sanitary Authorities.

(3) The British Medical Association believes that the first
and most pressing public need in this matter is the
establishment of an efficiently constituted Central De-
partment, to which all matters affecting Public Health
should be specifically referred.

(4) It is not, however, suggested that this should be a new
separate branch of the Government.
The Association appreciates that in this country the

principle of extensive devolution of sanitary administra-
tion to Local Authorities must be fully recognized in
any attempt to deal comprehensively with the organiza-
tion of such administration, and that it follows from. the
acceptance of this principle that the central administra-
tion of Public Health cannot, with advantage, be taken
from the department which is concerned with Local
Government in general, and, therefore, that attempts
to make more efficient the central organization of
Public Health Administration must be directed to
reform in the organization of the Local Government
Board.

(5) The defects in the present organization of the Local
Government Board are traceable chit fly to circum-
stances in its origin and development, to which refer-
ence must briefly be made.
In theory, the Local Government Board is a Com-

mittee of the Privy Council. In practice. the responsi-
bilities and duties of the President of the Local Govern-
ment Board are exactly analogous to those of a Secretary
of State. The fact that the President is not a Secretary
of State detracts from his influence with Local Authori-
ties, and diminishes the status and emoluments of the
officers of his Department. It has been said on behalf
of the Treasury, that the reason why the position and
salaries of officers in the Local Government Board are
inferior to those of officers in the office of a Secretary
of State is that the duties discharged by the officers of
the Local Government Board are of less importance to
the State than those discharged by the offcers in the
office of a Secretary of State.
The Association ventures most strongly to dissent

from this view, and to assert that the duties of the
Local Government Board are of the first importance to
the welfare of the country, in relation especially to Pub-
lic Health, using that term in its widest sense, to include
not only sanitary administration, but also Poor-law ad-
ministration, and the revision of schemes of water supply
anddrainage, andin addition such matters as the effect of
improper conditions of housing and employment in
producing disease and physical deterioration, and the
organization of locomotion as affecting the distribution
of the population.
The Medical Department of the Local Government

Board was transferred to it from the Privy Council, at
the time when the Act of I871 came into force. The
personnel of the Department has since been largely
increased, and the responsibilities and duties placed
upon it have grown in importance with the progress of
sanitary legislation, but the status of the Department
has not undergone any corresponding improvement.

lI. Having regard to the foregoing facts and considera-
tions, the Association has arrived at the following conclusions
which it ventures most respectfully to urge upon the Com-
mittee, namely:

(i) That the President of the Local Government Board
should be a Secretary of State, and that that Depart-
ment in all matters of status and emoluments should
be raised to an equality with the existing Departments
of Secretaries of State.

(2) That the President should be assisted and advised by a
Board, meeting for the transaction of business, and con-
sisting of, in addition to himself, a Vice-President
and a Parliamentary Secretary, each of whom should
be a Peer or a Member of the House of Commons,
and of a certain number of expert members. It will
be observed that such a constitution would be in
accordance with the precedent established by the
creation of the Scottish Local Government Board, and
follows also the analogy of the Admiralty Board and the
Army Council.

(3) That, inasmuch as Public Health Administration would
be an important function of the Board, one of such
experts should be a Registered Medical Practitioner,
who should have had special experience in Public
Health Administration.
Having regard to the fundamental importance of these

proposals, the Association has had prepared the Bill,
embodying the said proposals, of which a copy is
appended to this Memorandum.
The Association would further venture to suggest

that, in conjunction with the proposed reorganization
of the Board, (a) the duties of the Department should
be extended so as to comprehend the duties in respect
of the administration of the Medical Acts, the Dentists
Act, the Midwives Act. and the Pharmacy Act, which
are at present imposed upon the Privy Council; and
that (b) the propriety of transferring the duties under
the Adulteration Acts and Factories Acts to the Local
Government Board, as the Central Health Authority,
also arises for consideration.

REGISTRATION OF NURSES AND OF PRIVATE
NURSING HOMES.

A BILL
To provide for the better Training and Registration of Nurses

and for the Voluntary Registration of Private Nursing
Homes.

Introduced by Mr. Claude Hay, Mr. Bignold, Mr. H. D.
Greene, Captain Bagot, Lord Cecil Manners, and Mr.
Malcolm.
BE it enacted by the KiDg's Most Excellent Majesty, by and
with the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and
Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parliament
assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

Registration of Nurses.-I (i) From and after the first day
of January, one thousand nine hundred and eight, no person
shall practise as a registered nurse unless such person be
registered under this Act; any person so acting, without
being registered under this Act, shall be liable, on summary
conviction, to a fine not exceeding £'o.

(2) No person shall be registered under this Act unless
such person has complied with the rules and regulations to be
laid down in pursuance of this Act, and unless such person
shall have attained the age of 24 years, and shall have had
three years' previous training in nursing; and such training,
which shall be evidenced by the production of certificates,
shall include medical (including enteric fever) and surgical
nursing, invalid cookery, and sanitation.

Provision for Baisting Nurses.-II. Any person who, within
two years from the date of this Act coming into opera-
tion, claims to be registered under this Act, shall be so regis-
tered, provided that such person holds a certificate of at least
two years' training from any institution recognized by the
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Central Board, or produces' evidence, satisfactory to the
Board, that, at the passing of this Act, such person has been
for at least five years in bona-fide practice as a trained nurse,
and bears a good character.

Nurses Trained in the Colonies.-III. Any person who shall
produced evidence satisfactory to the Board of having been
trained and examined as a nurse in any part of the British
dominions beyond the seas shall be registered, provided such
person passes an examination approved by the Board, and
bearsagood character.

Constitution of the Central Board.-IV. On the passing of
this Act the Lord President of the Privy Council shall take
steps to secure the formation of a Central Board, which shall
consist of-

(i) Three registered medical practitioners to be appointed
for terms of three years. Two to be appointed by the Lord
President of the Council, and one to be appointed by the
British Medical Association.

(2) Three persons to be appointed for terms of three years
by the Lord President of the Council, one to represent
England, one to represent Scotland, and one to represent
Ireland ; and

(3) Three representatives to be appointed for terms of three
years, one to be appointed by the Medieal Director-General
of the Navy and the Medical Director-General of the Army
conjointly, one by the Royal British Nurses' Association, and
one by the Queen Victoria Jubilee Institute for Nurses, and

(4) Five fully-trained nurses who shall be matrons or lady-
superintendents of hospitals or Poor-law infirmaries with
training schools attached, to be elected for terms of three
years; one to be elected by the matrons and lady-super-
intendents of the metropolitan hospitals, one to be elected
by the matrons and lady-superintendents of metropolitan
Poor-law infirmaries, one to be elected by the matrons and
lady-superintendents of provincial hospitals, one to be elected
by the matrons and lady-superintendents of hospitals in
Scotland, and one to be elected by the matrons and lady-
superintendents of hospitals in Ireland; and

(5) Seven fully-trained nurses to be elected for terms of
three years ; three to be elected by nurses on the Register who
are resident in the metropolis, one of whom shall be a mental
nurse and one afever nurse, two by nurses on the Register
who are resident in the provinces and Wales, one by nurses
on the Register who are resident in Scotland, and one by
nurses on the Register who are resident in Ireland.
The members first elected under subsection (5) shall not be

elected until the expiration of six calendar months from the
date of the first registration of nurses in the Register, and
they shall only be elected for so long as remains of the period
of three years for which the Board than existing has been
appointed. Any vacancy occurring by resignation or death
shall be filled up by the body which appointed or elected the
member who has resigned or died, and the person appointed
or elected shall continue as a member only so long as the
person for whom he or shehas been substituted wouldhave
remained a member without reappointment or re-election.
On the termination of the period for which the members have
been appointed or elected they shall be eligible for reappoint-
ment or re election for a like period.

Duties of the Central Board.-V. The duties and powers of
the Central Board shall be as follows:

(i) To frame rules:
(a) Regulating their own proceedings;
(b) Regulating the issue of certificates and the condi-

tions of admission to the Register of nurses;
(c) Regulating the course of training and the conduct

of exraminations and the remuneration of the
examiners;

(d) Regulating the admission to the Register of women

already in practice as nurses at the passing of this
Act ;

(e) Regulating, supervising, and restricting within due
limits the duties of nurses;Cf) Deciding the conditions under which a nurse may

be suspended from practising as a registered
nutee.

(2)To appoint examiners;
(3) To decide upon the places where, and the times when,

examinations shall be held;
(4) To publish annually a register of nurses who have

been duly certified under this Act;
(5) To decide upon the removal from the register of the

name of any nurse for disobeying the rules and regu-

lations from time to time laid down under this Act

by the Central Board, or for other misconduct, and
also to decide upon the restoration to the register of
the name of any nurse so removed;

(6) To issue and (ancel certificates;
And generally to do any other act or duty which may be

necessary for the due and proper carrying out of the pro-
visions of this Act.
All rules framed under this Section shall be valid only if

approved by the Privy Council.
Appeal from Decision of the Central Board.-VI. Any regis-

tered nurse who is aggrieved by any decision of the Central
Board removing his or her name from the register, may
appeal therefrom to the High Court of Justine within six
months after the notification of such decision to such nurse.
The Central Board shall not suspend or remove any nurse's
name from the register without sending to such nurse a state-
ment in writing of the conduct imputed to him or her, and
without affording an opportunity of giving an explanation in
writing or in person.Fees and Expenses.-VII. There shall be payable by every
person who comes up for examination and registration such
fee as the Central Board may from time to time determine.
All such fees paid by nurses in practice at the passing of this
Act, and by candidates for examination shall be paid to the
Central Board. The said Board shall devote such fees to the
payment of expenses connected with the examination and regis-
tration, and to the general expenses of the Board. The Board
shall, as soon as practicable after the thirty-first day of Decem-
ber in each year, publish a financial statement made upto that
date, and showing the receipts and expenditure, including liabi-
lities of the Board, during the year, whi-h statement shall be
certified as correct by an accountant,who shall be a member
either of the Institute of Chartered Accountants or of the
Incorporated Society of Accountants.

Nurses' Register.-VII. There shall be a register of nurses
containing

(i) The names of those nurses whohave been registered
under Section I[ of this Act;

(2) The names of those nurses who have been registered
under Section III of this Act;(3) The names of all other nurses who have been
registered under this Act.

The entry in the register shall, in every case, indicate
the conditions in nature of which the registration was
made.
Badges.-IX. All persons registered under this Act shall be

entitled to wear such distinctive badge as has been previously
approved by the Central Board, and any person whose name
does not appear on the register who shall wear a similar
badge, or any imitation thereof, shall be liable, on summary
conviction, to a fine not exceeding 65
Duty of Central Board toInspect and Register Private Nursing

Homes.-X. The Central Board shall, upon the written re-
quest of any person or persons who own or manage a private
nursing home, cause such home to be inspected, and shall,
upon compliance by such person or persons with the regula-
tions framed by the Board with respect to private nursing
homes, register thesame.

Powers of the Central Board in respect to the Inspection and
Registration of Private Nursing Homes -XI. The powers of the
Central Board in respect to the registration of private nursing
homes shall be as follows:

(i) To frame regulations;
(2) To appoint visitors;
(3) Tofix and collect fees for registration of private

nursingbomes;(4) To keep and publish annually a register of private
nursing homes which have been duly registered under
this Act;(5) To decide upon the removal from the register of any
private nursing home where the regulations made
from time to time, under this Act, by the Central
Board are not observed or continued in force, andalso
to decide upon the restoration to the register of any
private nursing home so removed.

Regulations framed under this section shall be valid only if
approved by the Privy Council.
Appeal from Decision of Central Board.-XlI. The owners or

managers of any private nursing home thinking themselves
aggrieved by any decision of the Central Board removing the
private nursing home which they own or manage from the
register may appeal therefrom to the High Court of Justice
within three months after the notification of the decision to
them, but nofurt.her appeal shall be allowed.



Appointment of Secretary and Supple'nental Provisions as to

Regystration.-X[II. The Central Board shall appoint a secre-
tary and such other officers as may be required, and every
person so appointed shall be paid such salary as the Board
may approve, and shall be removable at the pleasure of the
Board. The secretary shall be charged with the custody of
the registers.
A copy of the Register of Nurses or of the Register of Pri-

vate Nursing Homes purporting to be printed by the autho-
rity of the Board, or to be signed by the secretary to the
Board, shall be evidence in all courts that the persons and the
private nursing homes therein specified are registered under
this Act; and the absence of the name of any person or of any
private nursing home from such copy shall be evidence until
the contrary be made to appear that such person or such
private nursing home is not registered under this Act: Pro-
vided always that, in the case of any person or any private
nursing home whose name does not appear in such copy, a
certificate, under the hand of the secretary, of the entry of
the name of such person or such private:nursing home on the
register shall be evidence that such person or such private
nursing home is registered under this Act.

Penalty for obtaintng Registration by False Representation.-
XtV. Anyperson who procures, or attempts to procure, regis-
tration under this Act by making or producing, or causing to
be made or procured, any false and fraudulent declaration,
certificate, or representation, either in writing or otherwise,
shall be guilty of a misdemeanour, and shall, on conviction
thereof, be liable to be imprisoned, with or without hard
labour, for any term not exceeding twelve months.
Penalty for wilful Falsification of the Registers.-XV. Any

person wilfully making, or causing to be made, any falsifica-
tion in any matter relating to the Register of Nurses or the
Register of Private Nursing Homes shall be guilty df a mis-
demeanour, and shall be liable to be imprisoned, with or
without hard labour, for any time not exceeding twelve
months.

Appeal.-XVI. Where any person deems him or herself ag-
grieved by any determination of any court of summary juris-
diction und'er this Act, such person may appeal therefrom to
the Court of Quarter Sessions.
Definitions.-XVYI. In this Act-

The term " nurse' means a man or woman who is regis-
tered under this Act, unless the context otherwise
requires.

" Private nursing home" means a private nursing home
which is registered under this Act, unless the context
otherwise requires.

" Central Board" means the Board constituted under
this Act for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of
this Act.

Short Title and Commencement.-XVIII. This Act may be
cited as the NuTses Registration Act, 1904. It shall, except
as otherwise provided by this Act, come into operation on
the first day of January, one thousand nine hundred and
five.

A BILL TO REGULATE THE QUALIFICATION
OF TRAINED NURSES AND TO PROVIDE

FOR THEIR REGISTRATION.
PRESENTED by Dr. Farquharson, supported by Mr. Haldane,
Sir Thomas Wrightson, Sir James Joicey, Sir John Tuke, Mr.
H. C. Smith, Mr. Munro-Ferguson, Mr. Tennant, Mr. Black,
Mr. Colston, Mr. Eve and Dr. Thompson.

Whereas it is expedient that persons requiring nursing
assistance should be enabled to distinguish qualified from
unqualified nurses:
Be it therefore enacted by the King's most Excellent

Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Lords
Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons, in this present Par-
liament assembled, and by the authority of the same, as

follows:
Short Title.

1. This Act may for all purposes be cited as the Nursing
Act," 1904.

Commencement of Act.
2. This Act shall commence and take effect from the first

day of October, One thousand nine hundred and four.

Interpretation.
3. In this Act " the Council" means the General Council of

Nursing Education and Registration of the United Kingdom.
The term " Direct Representatives " means the nurses elected
as provided by. Section 7 of this Act. The term "Trained
Nurse ' or " Registered Nurse " means a nurse whose name
appears in " The Nursing Register."

Council Incorporated.
4. For the purposes of this Act, a Council shall be and is

hereby incorporated by the name of " The General Council of
Nursing Education and Regi3tration of the United Kingdom,"
and by that name shall be a Body Corporate having a perpetual
succession and a Common Seal, with power to purchase and
hold, sell, or dispose of property and land for the purposes of
this Act.

Constitution and Appointment of Council.
5. The Council shall consist of thirty-one persons to be

appointed or elected as follows:
(a) Two persons to be appointed by His Majesty's Privy council, of

whom one shall be a registered medical practitioner, and one shall be a
nurse.

(b) Five Registered Medical Practitioners, who shall be Lecturers or
Teachers of Nursing in Nurse Training Schools attached to General
Hospitals, to be appointed by the General Council of Medical Education
and Registration of the United Kingdom, of whom three shall be ap-
pointed to represent Schools in England, one to represent Schools in
Scotland, and one to represent Schools in Ireland.

(c) One Registered Medical Practitioner, who shail be engaged in
general practice, to be appointed by the British Medical Association.

(d) Two matrons of General Hospitals in London, with Medical Schools
attached, who shall be elected by the Matrons of General and Special
Metropolitan Hospitals containing not less than 100 beds.

(e) Two matrons of Provincial or Welsh General Hospitals, who shall
be elected by the Matrons of the County Hospitals or General and
Special Hospitals containing not less than ioo beds, in the Provinces and
in Wales.

(f) One matron of a Scotch General Hospital, who shall be elected by
the Matrons of the County Hospitals or General and Special Hospitals
containing not less than Ioo beds, in Scotland.

(g) One matron of an Irish General Hospital, who shall be elected by
the Matrons of the County Hospitals or General and Special Hospitals
containing not less than Ioo beds, in Ireland.

(h) Two matrons of Poor Law Infirmaries, containing not less than
200 beds, one for the Metropolitan Infirmaries and one for the Provincial
Infirmaries, who shall be elected by the Matrons of such Infirmaries
respectively.

(i) Six nurses who shall be elected by the registered nurses resident
in England and Wales.

(j) Two nurses who shall be elected by the registered nurses resident
in Scotland; and

(k) Two nurses who shall be elected by the registered nurses resident
in Ireland.

(1) One nurse to represent Naval and Military nurses, and who shall be
appointed in turn each five years, by the First Lord of the Admiralty or
by the Secretary of State for War.

(in) One nurse to be appointed by the Matrons' Council of Great
Britain and Ireland.

(n) One nurse to be appointed by the Queen Victoria's Jubilee Institute
for Nurses.

(o) One nurse to be appointed by the Royal British Nurses' Associa-
tion.

(p) One person, who must be either a Registered Medical Practitioner
or a nurse, to be appointed by the Asylum Workers' Association.

(q) A President to be elected by the General Nursing Council, when
completely constituted under this Section, and who shall be an ap-
pointed or elected member of the Council.

Every nurse appointed or elected as aforesaid shall be
eligible to be, and shall in due course be, registered under the
provisions of this Act.

Election of Representatives of Hospital and Infirmary
Matrons.

6. The representatives of Hospital and Infirmary Matrons
shall be elected in such manner as the Council at its first
meeting shall determine.

Election of Direct Representatives.
7. The " Direct Representatives," shall be elected in the

first instance by the votes of such nurses as have been
registered under the provisions of this Act before the first day
of March, One thousand nine hundred and five, and thereafter
by the whole body of registered nurses in such manner as
the Council, with the approval of His Majesty's Privy Coun-
cil, shall from time to time determine.

Term of Office.
8. The members of the Council shall each be elected or
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appointed for a term. of five years, and shall be capable of
re-election or reappointment, and any member may at any
time resign his or her office by letter addressed to the
President of the Council, and upon the death or resignation of
any member of the Council, some other person shall be
constituted a member of the Council in his or her place in
manner hereinbefore provided; but shall vacate office at the
time the member whose place he or she has taken would have
vacated office; but it shall be lawful for the Council during
such vacancy to exercise the powers by this Act conferred
upon the Council.

-Power to Lord President of Privy Council to Obtain Appointment
of Council.

9. Within one month from the commencement of this Act
the Lord President of the Privy Council shall take such steps
as he may deem advisable to obtain the appointment of
members of the Council as specified in Section 5, Subsections
a), (b), (c), (1), (m), (n), (o), (p).

First Meeting of Council.
10. The appointed members of the Council shall hold their

first meeting within two months from the commencement of
this Act, in such place and at such time as the Lord President
of the Privy Council shall appoint, and shall make such
arrang ements as to Section 6 as to them shall seem
expedient.

Power to President to Summon Meeting in Certain Events.
11. In the absence of any rule or regulation as to the sum-

moning of a meeting of the Council, or in any case of urgency,
it shall be lawful for the President to summon a meeting at
such time and place as shall seem expedient by letter
addressed to each member; and at every meeting, in the
absence of the President, some other member to be chosen
from the members present shall act as President; and all acts
of the Council shall be decided by the votes of the majority
of the members present at any meeting, the whole number
present not being less than fifteen; and at all such meetings
the President for the time being shall, in addition to one vote
as a member of the Council, have a casting vote, in case of an
equality of votes; the Council may appoint an Executive
Committee of their own body, of which the quorum shall not
be less than six, and delegate to such Committee any of the
powers and duties vested in the Council.

Appointment of Qjscials.
12. The Council shall appoint one of their number as

Treasurer, and shall also appoint a Registrar, who shall act as
Secretary of the Council, and shall also appoint such clerks
and servants as may be necessary; and every person so
appointed shall be removable at the pleasure of the Council,
and shall be paid such salary as the Council shall from time
to time determine.

Register of Trained Nurses to be Kept.
13. It shall be the duty of the Registrar to keep a correct

Register of Trained Nurses, to be called "The Nursing
Register," in accordance witih the provisions of this Act, and
the Orders and Regulations of the Council, and to erase the
names of all registered persons who shall have died, and from
time to time to make the necessary alterations in the
addresses or qualifications of the persons registered under
this Act.

Duties and Powers of Council.
14. The duties and powers of the Council shall be as

follows:
I. To frame rules-(a) regulating their own proceedings;

(b) regulating the issue of certificates and the conditions of
admissions to the Register of Trained Nurses; (c) regulating
the course of training and the conduct of examinations, and
the remuneration of the examiners; (d) regulating the ad-
missions to the Register of persons already in practice as
trained nurses at the commencement of this Act; (e) regu-
lating, supervising, and restricting within due limits the
practice of registered nurses; (f) defining the particulars
required to be given in any notice under this Act;

II. To appoint examiners;
III. To decide upon the places where, and the times when,

examinations shall be held;
IV. To issue and cancel certificates;
V. To publish annually a Register of Trained Nurses con-
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taining the names, addresses, and qualifications of nurses
who have been duly certified under this Act;
VI. To decide upon the suspension or removal from the

Register of the name of any trained nurse for any breach of
the rules and regulations from time to time laid down under
this Act by the Council, or for conduct disgraceful in a pro-
fessional respect, and also to decide upon the restoration to
the Register of the name of any trained nurse so suspended
or removed;
And generally to do any other act necessary for the due and

proper carrying ont of the provisions of this Act.
No rules framed under this section shall take effect until

the same have been approved by His Majesty's Privy
Council.

Provision for Existing Nurses.
i5. Any person who, within two years from the commence-

ment of this Act, claims to be certified thereunder shall be so
certified provided such person is at least twenty-one years
of age, and (i) holds a three years' certificate of training from
a hospital approved by the Council, and is of good character,
or (2) produces evidence of training satisfactory to the
Council and has been for at least three years in bona-fide
practice as a nurse, and is of good character. At the expira-
tion of the said term of two years any nurse claiming to be
certified underthis Act shall have completed a three years' term
of training in hospital wards approved of by the Council, and
shall verify his or her qualifications for being so certified by
such means as the Council may prescribe.

Fees and Expenses.
16. There shall be payable by every candidate for examina-

tion or registration such fee as the Council may, with the
approval of His Majesty's Privy Council, from time to time
determine, such fee not to exceed the sum of two guineas.
All fees, fines, and penalties paid or recovered under this Act
shall be paid to the treasurer of the Council, and shall be
devoted to the payment of expenses connected with the
examination of candidates, and to the general expenses of the
Council, and of carrying this Act into execution. The Council
shall, as soon as practicable after the 31st day of December in
each year, publish a statement made up to that date, audited
and certified as correct by an accountant who shall be a member
either of the Institute of Chartered Accountants or of the
Incorporated Society of Accountants, showing the receipts and
expenditure during the year, and also the assets and the
liabilities of the Council at the aforesaid date.

Provision as to Fees and Expenses of Council.
17. There shall be paid to the members of the Council such

fees for attendance and such reasonable travelling expenEes
as shall from time to time be allowed by the Council.

Penalties.
18. From and after the commencement of this Act any

person who attempts to personate any nurse certified under
this Act, or who not being certified thereunder takes or uses
the name or title of registered nurse (either alone or in
combination with any other word or words, or letters), or any
name, title, addition, or description implying that he or
she is certified under this Act, or is recognized by law as a
Registered Nurse, shall be liable on summary conviction to a
fine not exceeding ten pounds, or in default thereof to three
months' imprisonment.

Provision as to Non-recovery of Charges by Unregistered
Persons.

19. From and after the commencement of this Act no
person who assumes to be a registered nurse shall be entitled
to sue for or recover any charge in any court of law for any
nursing assistance or attendance on the sick unless such
persons prove that he or she is registered under this Act.

Copy of Nursing -Register to be Evidence.
20. A copy of the Nursing Register, purporting to be printed

by the authority of the Council, shall be evidence in all
courts of law that the nurses whose names are therein
specified are registered under this Act; and the absence of the
name of any nurse from the said Register shall be evidence,
until the contrary be made to appear, that such nurse is not
registered under this Act. Provided always that, in the case of
any nurse whose name does not appear in such Register, a
printed certificate under the hand of the Registrar of the
Council that the name of such nurse has been entered on the
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Register shall be evidence that such nurse has been duly
registered under this Act.

Penalty for Obtaininga Certificate by False Representation and
for Falsification of " Register.'

21. Any person who (i) procures or attempts to procure
a certificate under this Act by making or causing to be
made or produced, any false and fraudulent declaration,
certificate, or representation, either in writing or otherwise,
or (2) wilfully makes or causes to be made any falsification
in any matter relating to the Register of Trained Nurses
shall be guilty of a misdemeanour, and shall on conviction
thereof be liable to be imprisoned, with or without hard
labour, for any term not exceeding twelve months.

Prosecution of Ofences.
22. Any offences under this Act may be prosecuted by

authority of the Council.

Appealfrom Division of General Nursing Council.
23. Any registered nurse aggrieved by a decision of the

Council removing his or her name from the Register of
Trained Nurses may appeal therefrom to the High Court of
Justice within three months from the notification of such
decision, and such appeal shall be final.

Construction of Act.
24. This Act shall not be construed to affect or apply to the

gratuitous nursing of the sick by friends or members of a
family, and, also, it shall not apply to any person attending
the sick for hire but who does not in any way assume to be a
registered nurse.

No Authority to Practise Medicine.
25. Nothing contained in this Act shall be considered as

conferring any authority to practise medicine or to under-
take the treatment or cure of disease.

MEDICAL ACT (1886) AMENDMENT BILL.
THIs Bill introduced by General Laurie is backed by
Sir Walter Foster, Sir John Take, Mr. Rothschild, Sir
Howard Vincent, Mr. Middlemore, and Sir Mancherjee
Bhownaggree. MEMORANDUM.
IN order to facilitate the admission of colonially-trained and
registered medical men to practise in Great Britain and hold
appointments in the Imperial service, the Act of i886 pro-
vided for reciprocity between the mother country and such of
the self-governing colonies as might comply with certain con-
ditions, but that Act expressly stipulates that when any
colony had a provincial and a federal organization, such
reciprocal arrangements should be entered into with the
federal Government and not the provincial. In the case of
Canada, the British North America Act of 1867, enacted by
the Imperial Parliament, expressly provides that education
shall be entirely under the control of the provincial dnd not
the federal Governments, so that it is impossible to bring the
Act of i886 into force with Canada. It is impracticable to
amend the British North America Act of i867, and to transfer
the control of education to the federal authorities, and there-
fore it is the object of this Bill to amend the Medical Act of
i886 without in any way interfering with the principle, and
to enable reciprocal arrangements to be entered into either
with the federal orprovincial Governments.

A BILL TO
Amend the Medical Act, i886.

Be it enacted by the King's most Excellent Majesty, by and
with the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and
Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parliament
assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:
1. Amendment of 49 and 50 Vict., c. 48, 8. 27.-For the pur-

poses of the Medical Act, i886, where any part of a British
possession is under a central and also under a local legisla-
ture, His Majesty may, if he thinks fit, by Order in Council,
declare that the part which is under the local legislature
shall be deemed a separate British Dossession.

2. Short title.-This Act shall be cited as the Medical
Act (i886) Amendment Act, I904.

REVACCINATION BILL.
INTRODUCED by Sir John Tuke, and supported by Sir Michael
Foster, Mr. Haldane, Dr. Farquharson, Captain Jessel, Mr.
Malcolm, Mr. T. P. O'Connor, Mr. Heywood Johnstone, Mr.
Cohen, Mr. Moon, Sir Charles Dalrymple, and Sir John
Dorington.

MEMORANDUM.
THIS Bill proposes to apply to revaccination the provisions of
the Vaccinatioa Acts, 1867 to I898, subject to the same safe-
guards, penalties, and exemptions, and subject in particular
to the provisions of the first paragraph of Section ii of the
Vaccination Act, I898, exempting the "conscientious objector"
from penalties.

ARRANGEMENT OF CLAUSES.
Clause.

x. Revaccination within six months after age of I2.
2. No penalties in certain cases.
3. Certificate of successful revaccination to be transmitted to vacci-

nation officer.
4. Lists of school children te be furnished.
5. Contracts to be made by guardians.
6. Appointment of public vaccinators and vaccination officers.
7. Incorporation of certain provisions of Vaccination Acts, I867 to

I898.
8. Application of Act to children whether primarily vaccinated or

not.
9. Saving as to provisions of Vaccination Acts, I867 to x8g8, with

regard to revaccination.
io. Scotland or Ireland.
3i. Commencement.
I2. Short title.

SCHEDULE.

A BILL TO
Provide for the Revaccination of Children after the Age of

Twelve.
Whereas it is expedient to provide for the revaccination of
children after the age of twelve years:
Be it therefore enacted by the King's most Excellent

Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Lords
Spiritual and Temporal and Commons, in this present Par-
liament assembled, and by the authority of the same, as
follows:

1. Revaccination within six months after age of twelve.-From
and after the commencement of this Act the parent or other
person having the custody of a child shall cause the child,
within six months of its attaining the age of twelve years, to
be revaccinated either by a public vaccinator in the manner
hereinafter provided, or by some medical practitioner, and
in the event of the revaccination being unsuccessful, such
parent or other person shall cause the child to be forthwith
again revaccinated.

2. No penalties in certain cases.-(i) No parent or other per-
son shall be liable to any penalty under section twenty-nine
or section thirty-one of the Vaccination Act, I867, as incor-

porated with this Act, if, within four months from the time
of such child attaining the age of twelve years, he satisfies
two justices in petty session that he conscientiously believes
that revaccination would be prejudicial to the health of the
child, and within seven days thereafter delivers to the vac-
cination officer for the district a certificate by such justices or
magistrate of such conscientious objection.

(2) This section shall come into operation on the passing of
this Act, but in its application to a child who shall have
attained the age of twelve years before the passing of this
Actthereshall be substituted for the period of four montbs from
the date of such child attaining the age of twelve years the
period of four months from the passing of the Act.

S. Certificate of successful revaccination to be transmitted to
vaccination offieer.-Every public vaccinator who shall have
performed the operation of revaccination upon any child, and
have ascertained that the same has been successful, shall,
within twenty-one days after the performance of the opera-
tion, transmit by post or otherwise to the vaccination officer
a certificate in such form as may be prescribed by the Local
Government Board, certifying that the said child has been
successfully revaccinated, and the fee or remuneration to be
recpived by the public vaecinator in respect of such revacci-
nation shall be determined in accordance with section
twenty-two of the Vaccination Act, 1867, as incorporated with
this Act.

4. Lists of school children to be furnished.-(I) The local edu-
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cation authority of every district as defined in the Education
Acts, 1870 tO I903, the headmaster or headmistress of every
school which is not under the control of the local education
authority, the master of every workhouse, and the head of
every orphanage in ever district, within fourteen days after
the first day ot May, and also within fourteen days alter the
first day of November, in each year, shall prepare or cause to
be prepared a list of all children attending any school, or who
may be in any workhouse or orphanage under their or his or
her sup-rvision, direction, or care, who shall have attained
the age of twelve years in the six months then next preced-
ing, and shall transmit such list by post or otherwise to the
vaccination officer of the district in which such school, work-
house, or orphanage is situate.

(2) There shall be paid by the guardians to every person
forwarding any such list in accordance with this section
such fee as may be ordered by the Local Government Board.

(3)i Every person who shall refuse or neglect to prepare and
forward, or cause to be prepared and forwarded, any such list
in accordance with the provisions of this section, shall be
guilty of an offence, and shall be liable to be proceeded
against summarily, and upon conviction to pay a penalty not
exceeding forty shillings.

5. Contracts to be made by guardians.-The guardians shall,
with the consent of the Local Government Board, make stipu-
lations and conditions in their contracts to secure the due re-
vaccination of all children between the ages of twelve and
thirteen, and the observance of all the provisions of this Act
on the part of the public vaccinator; and no contract for such
revaccination shall be valid until the same has been approved
of by the Local Government Board, and such Board may, at
any time after such contract shall have been approved of by
them, determine the same either forthwith or at a future day.

6. Appointment of public vaccinators and vaccination
officers.-The provisions of the Vaccination Acts, 1867 to
1898, relating to the appointment, duties, and remuneration
of public vaccinators and vaccination officers shall be con-
strued as applving to this Act.

7. Incorporation of certain provisions of Vaccination Acts,
1867 to 1898.-Subject to the provisions of this section the
provisions of the Vaccination Acts, I867 to 1898, mentioned
in the schedule to this Act are hereby incorporated with and
declared to form part of this Act: Provided that in each and
every of such incorporated provisions there shall be substi-
tuted for the words "vaccinating," "vaccinate," or "vac-
cinates," wherever they occur, the words "revaceinating."
"revaccinate, " or " revaccinates " respectively; for the word
"vaccinated," wherever it oecurs, the word " revaccinated ;"
and for the word "vaccination," wherever it occurs (except
when it occurs in conjunction with the word "officer"), the
word " revaccination ":
Provided also that there shall be inserted after the words

and figures "Vaccination Act, I867," wherever they occur in
the said incorporated provisions, the words "as incorporated
with this Act' :
Provided also that there shall be substituted for the forms

marked " B,""C ," and " D," referred to in sections eighteen,
twenty, and twenty-three zespectively of the Vaccination
Act, I867, as incorporated with this Act, such forms as may
be issued by the Local Government Board: Provided also
that in section thirty-one of the. Vaccination Act, I867, as
incorporated with this Act, there shall be substituted for
the words "under the age of fourteen," which occur in the
said section, the words following, that is to say, " above the
age of twelve."

8. Application of Act to children whether primarily vac-
cinated or not.-The provisicns of this Act with regard to
revaccination shall apply to every child between the ages
of twelve and thirteen years, whether or not such child
shall have been previously vaccinated, either in accordance
with the provisions of the Vaccination Acts, 1867 or 1898, or
otherwise, and whether or not such child shall have been
granted a certifi(cate of exemption in accordance with section
two of the Vaccination Act, 1898.
8. Savin.g as to provisions of Vaccination Acts. 1867 to 1898,

with regard to revaccination.-Nothing in this Act shall be
taken to repeal or modify any of the provisions of the Vac-
cination Acts, I867 to 1898, with regard to revAccination.
10. Scotland or Ireland.-This Act shall not extend to

Scotland or Ireland.
11. Commencement.-This Act shall come into operation on

thefirst day of January one thousand nine hundred andfive.
12. Short title.-This Act may be cited as the Revaccina-

tion Act, I904.

SCHEDULE.
TABLE OF PROVISIONS OF THE VACCINATION ACTS, 1867 TO I898, WHICH

ARE INCORPORATED WITH THIS ACT EY AND SUBJBCT TO THE
PROVISIONS OF SECTION 7 OF THIS ACT.

Session and Short Title. Provisions Incorporated.Chapter.

30 and 31 Vict. c. 84 The Vaccination Act, Sections 10, i8, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25,
I867 26, 28, 29, 30, 3, 33, 34, and 35-

34and 35 Vict. c. 98 The Vaccination Act, Bections 4, 5, 6, 7, II, 12, 14, 15,
1871 6, I7, and so much of the

schedule of repeals as affects
Bection 23 of the Vaccination
Act, 1867.

6I and 62 Vict. c. 49 The Vaccination Act, Section 2, Subsection (I), Bec-
I898 tions 3, 5, 6, and 9, and so

much of the schedule of re-
peals as affects Bections 20 and
29 of the Vaccination Act,
.867, and Section it of the
Vaccination Act, I87I.

A BILL TO AMEND THE VACCINATION ACTS.
INTRODUCED by Mr. Broadhurst, supported by Mr. Thomas
Bayley, Sir John Rolleston, Mr. Channing, Mr. Levy, and Mr.
Corrie Grant.
Be it enacted by the King's most Excellent Majesty, by and

with the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and
Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parliament
assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1. Repeal of So and 31 Vict ,c. 84, ss. 29-31, as to compulsory
vaccination.-From and after the passtng of this Act no parent
or person having the custody of a child shall be compelled or
ordered to vaccinate such child by any justice, court, or
other person having authority hitherto to so compel or order,
and so much of sections twenty-nine and thirty-one of the
Vaccination Act of 1867 as enacts that any parent or person
having the custody of a child shall be compelled or ordered
as aforesaid is hereby repealed.

2. Short title and construction.-This Act may be cited as
the Vaccination Act, 1904, and the Vaccination Act, I898, the
Vaccination Act, I867, the Vaccination Act, 1871, the Vaccina-
tion Act, 1874, and this Act shall be construpd together as one
Act, and may be cited collectively as the Vaccination Acts,
I867 to I904.
3. Application.-This Act shall not apply to Scotland or

Ireland.

,THE WEIGHTS AND MEASURES (METRIC
SYSTEM) BILL.

THIs Bill, which was read a second time in the House of
Lords on February 22nd and referred to a Select Committee,
would provide for the compulsory adoption in the United
Kingdom of the metric system of weights and measures after
an interval of about two years.

Clause I would substitute standards of weight and measure according
to the metric system for existing imperial standards.

Clause II would direct the Board of Trade to prepare and deposit, in
place of the existing standards, copies of the substituted imperial
standards on the metric system.

Clause III would direct the Board of Trade to prepare secondary
standards of weight and measure, being either equivalent to, or
multiples or aliquot parts of, the new standards.

Clause IV would legalize the equivalents, expressed in terms of the
metric system, of the existing imperial weights and measures contained
in the table set out in the schedule of the Order in Council dated
May igth, I898.

Clause V would provide for the periodical verification of parliamen-
tary copies of the new imperial standards.

Clause VI would direct that the metric system of weights and measures
shall be used in all future deeds, contracts, etc.

Clause VII would direct that all reference to imperial weights or
measures in Acts of Parliament shall be deemed to be, and construed
as, references to the respective prescribed equivalents expressed in
terms of the metric system.

Clause VIII would make a similar provision with regard to weights
and measures in by-laws, rules, regulations, deeds, contracts, or agree-
ments.

Clause IX repeals certain parts of the Weights and Measures Acts,
1878 and I889.

Clause X applies certain provisions of these Acts to the Bill.
The following is the schedule of the Order in Council of

May Igth, I898, referred to above:
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Equivalent8 of Metric Weights and Measures in Terms of Imperial Weights and Mea8ures for Use in Trade.
METRIC TO IMPESIIAL.

Linear Measure. Cubic Mea8ure. Avoirdupois Weight.
tre (mm.) = 00 inch x cubic centimetre... = o.o6to cubic inch. I milligram (T . grm.)= O0OI5 grair

IJI cubic deciLmetre) I centigram (TAt6 grm ) = 0.3154
re (TAO M-) = 0-3937 *, (c.d.) (r,ooo cubic = 6.024 ,, ,, I decigram (IJ6 grm.) = 1-543
-e (,1v m.) = 3 937 ., centimetres) X gramme (i grm.) ... = I5.432

39-370113 ,, cubic metre (r,wooo- 35 3148 ,, feet. z dekagram ( grm.) = 5.644 dram
... ... -3.280843 feet. cubic decimetres) J- 1.307954 ,, yards. I hectogram (goo grm.)= 3.527 OZ.

I.C936x-43 yard.
I decametre (io m.) = 10.936
I hectometre (too m.) = 109.36
I kilometre (x,ooo m.) = 0.62137 mile.

Square Measure.
I square centimetre oO.I55oo sq. inch.
I sq. decimetre (ioo 15

sq. centimetre) I5.C05,.
'sq. metre (Ioo sq. ioI0.7639 ,, feet.
decimetres) z.zg6o ,, yards.

Iare(zoosq.metres) = 119.60o, 1
I h a z res or 2.4711 acres.

Measure of Capacity.
I centilitre (TAO litre) = 0.070 gill.
decilitre ( I litre) = 0.176 pint.

I litre .. ... ... = 1.75980,
I dekalitre (io litres) = 2.zoo gallons.
I hectolitre (Ioo litres)= 2.75 bushels.

n.

ms.

IF nP

I kilogram (r,ooo grm )= 22040223 10, orkilogam (,ooo rm.) 15,4323.3564 grains.
I myriagram (iokilog.)= 22.046 lb.
I quintal (zoo xilog.) = I.968 cwt.
I tonne (I,coo kilog.) = o.9842 ton.

Troy Weight.
x gramme (x grm.) 0.03215 oz. troy.-~15.432 grains.

Apothecaries' Weight.
0.2572 drachm.

i gramme (i grm.) ... = 0.7716 scruple.
15 432 grains.

Equivalents of Imperial and Metric Weights and Measures.

Lintear Measure.
I inch ... ... ... = 25.400 millimetres.
I foot (I2 inches) ... = 0.30480 metre.
I yard (3 feet) ... = 0 914399 metre.
I fathom (6 feet) ... = 1.8288 metre.
X pale (5j yards) ... = 5.0292 ,,
chain (22 yards) ... = 20. xz68

I furlong (220 yards) = 201.168
I mile (8furlongs) ... = 1,6093 kilometres.

Square Measure.

, square inch = { metres.
I square foot (x44 } 9.2903 sq. decim
square inches)

Isquare yard (9 sq.= 0836126q.me,
feet) -I

perdh (3ot square = 25.293 square n

I rood (4o perches)... = 10II17 ares.
I acre 4,840 square 4=040468 hectare
yards)s =0I
square mile (640 =29oohectares.
acres) I

centi-

netres.

Btre.

netres.

e.

IMPERIAL TO METRIC.
Cubic Measure.

cubic inch. = I6.387 c. centimetres.
cubic foot (1,728}= 0.028317 cubic metre.
cubic inches)

I cubic yard (27 cubic } = 0.764553 cubic metre.

feet)

Measures of Capacity.
I gill . ... ... = 1.42 decilitres.
, pint (4 gills)... ... = 0 568 litre.
I quart (2 pints) ... = 1.136
I gallon (4 quarts)... = 4.5456.31 litres.
I peck (2 gallons) ... = 9.092 litres.
I bushel (8 gallons) = 3.637 dekalitres.
quarter (8 bushels) = 2.9g9 hectolitres.

Apothecaries' Measure.
minim ... ... = 0.059 millilitre.
fluid scruple ... = I.I84 ,,
fluid drachm (60} = 3.552 9mit, ims) I- 355

drachms) (8} = 2.84I2; centilitres.

pint
... ... = o.s68 litre.

Igallon
(8 pints

3= 4.545963r litres.i6o flUid ounces)

Avoirdupois Weight.
I grain ... ... ... o.o648 gramme.
I dram. . 1.772 It

I OZ. (x6dramS) = 28.350
pound (z6 ouinces. 0-5359243 kilogramu.
or 7,000 grains) = 0.4

I stone (14 lb.) ...= 6.350 kilograms.
Iquarter (28 lbs.) = I2.70

hundredweight _f 5o.8o
(cwt.) (112 lbs.) o.5o8o q"intal.

I ton;20cwt.) fz.oI6o tonnes or

_%~ ~ ~ 1x,ox6 kilograms.

I grain ... ...

I pennyweight
grains)

I troy ounce
pennyweights)

Troy Weight.
... = o.o648 gramme.
(24 }= x5552

(20} = 31.I035 ,,

Apothecaries' Weight.
I grain ... ... ... = o.o648 gramme.
Iscruple (20 grains) = I.296
I drachm (3 scruples) = 3.888 I,
I OZ. (8 drachms) ... = 31.1035 ,,

NOTB.-Approximately I litre equals I,oo cubic centimetres, and I millilitre equals 3.ooot6 cubic centimetres.

PHARMACY BILL.
THIs Bill, introduced by Mr. Lough, and ordered to be printed
on February 29th, is backed by Mr. Henniker Heaton, Mr.

Wanklyn, Mr. Marshall Hall, Mr. Remnant, Mr. Ellis
Griffith, Mr. James Reid, Mr. M'Crae, Sir Mancherjee
Bhownaggree, Mr. John Burns, Mr. Tomkinson, and Mr.
Osmond Williams.

MEMORANDUM.
The objects of this Bill are-
(a) To check the modern and growing practice on the part

of a duly-qualified person to open and carry on divers
shops for the sale of poisons whereby adequate pro-
tection is not afforded to the persons frequenting the
same by providing that every such shop shall be
under the bona-flde personal conduct and supervision
of a duly-qualified person:

(b) To put an end to the abuses at present attending the
hawking of poisons, and to better regulate the sale of
the same by providing that no poison shall be sold
except in a shop which shall first have been duly
registered:

(c) To provide for the maintenance of a register of shops
where poisonsE may be sold, and also a register of the
duly-qualified chemists bona fide conducting each
such shop, and to enable the registrar from time to
time to make corrections in and additions to the
same:

(d) To provide that the compounding of prescriptions shall
be in the hands only of persons duly qualified to sell
" poisons":

(e) To require that companies keeping open shops for the
sale of poisons shall be managed by duly qualified
chemists as directors:

(f) To extend to corporate bodies certain of the provisions
of the Pharmacy Acts, 1852 and I868, from which they
are at present exempt by reason of the decision of the
House of Lords in the case "The Pharmaceutical

Society v. The London and Provincial Supply
Association, Limited," Law Reports, 1880, Appeal
Cases, 857:

Cg) To facilitate the examination of persons desiring to
qualify as chemists and druggists, and to enable the
Pharmaceutical Society to accept certain certifleates
of kindred bodies in lieu of examination.

A BILL TO
Provide for the further Regulation of the Sale of Poisons and the Com-
pounding of Medical Preslriptions, and to amend the Pharmacy
Acte, 1852 and x868.

BE it enacted by the King's most Excellent Majesty, by and with the
advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons,
in this present Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same,
as follows:-

I. Definitions.-In this Act "the society" shall mean the Pharma-
ceutical Society of Great Britain; "registered person" shall mean a

pharmaceutical chemist, or a chemist and druggist; " poison " shall
mean a poison within the meaning of the Pharmacy Act, x868;
" registrar " shall mean the registrar of the society.

2. Restrictions on sale, &c., of poi8ons.-From and after the thirty-first
day of December one thousand nine hundred and four, it shall be unlawful
for any person, or any company, firm, co-partnership, or body of
persons to keep any open shop or shops for the retailing, dis-
pensing, or compounding of poisons or of medical prescriptions,
unless each shop shall be bona fide conducted by a registered person;
or to permit or suffer in such shop any poison to be retailed or

any medical prescription to be retailed, dispensed, or compounded
otherwise than by or under the supervision of a registered person;
also it shall be unlawful for any person, or any company, firm, co-
partnership, or body of persons to keep any such shop, unless the
address of the shop shall have been registered upon the register of
shops to be kept under this Act, and the name and address of the regis-
tered person to be in the bona fide conduct of the shop shall have been
registered upon the register of persons in the bona fide conduct of shops
to be kept under this Act, and also it shall be unlawful for any person,
or for any company, firm, co-partnership, or body of persons to sell or

to negotiate or participate in the sale by retall of any poison at or upon
any place other than an open shop registered upon the said register of

shops,
3. Address of seller for purpose of labeUing.-The address of the regis-

i millimel
(4 in.)

I centimet.
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tered shop whereat a sale of poison takes place shall be the address of
the seller for the purpose of the labelling required by section seventeen
of the Pbarmacy Act, z868.

4. Registrar to keep registers of shops and persons.-It shall be the duty
of the registrar to make and keep a register of shops, and also a register
of persons to be in the bona-fide conduct of shops in accordance with the
provisions of this Act, and to make such alterations in the said registers
as shall from time to time become necessary. No entry shall be made
in either of the said registers until receipt by the registrar of a request
in writing for the purpose by an owner of the shop made in a form in
that behalf appearing in the Schedule to this Act. The council of the
society may make regulations under which either of the several entries
in the said registers may be inspected, or may be removed therefrom,
and under which a certified extract of any entry may be obtained.
There shall be payable to the society in respect of each request afore-
said, and also in respect of each certified extract aforesaid, a fee of
two shillings and sixpence, and also in respect of each inspection of an
entry a fee of one shillfng. Any certified extract as aforesaid under the
hand of the registrar shall without proof as to his signature be evidence
in all courts and before all justices of the peace and others of the
matters thereby certified.

5. Shops to be rated to the poor before being entered on the register of
shops.-It shall be unlawful for any place other than a shop or building
separately rated to the poor to be entered or continued on the said
register of shops.

6. No person to be on register of persons in respect of more than one shop.
-It shall be unlawful for one and the same registered person to be at
one and the same time entered upon the said register of persons in the
bona-fide conduct of shops in respect of more than one shop, provided
always that any entry upon the register of persons in the bona-fide
conduct of shops may. upon request in writing signed by the person
on whose application such entry was made, or the person whose name
isregistered and delivered to the registrar, become removed therefrom.

7 In case of companies, business to be managed by registered directors.-
It shall be unlawful for any company incorporated under the Acts in
force iegulating joint sCock companies to retail, dispense, or compound
poisons or medical prescriptions unless the business of such company
shall be maDaged by one or more director or directors, who or all of
whom shall be registered persons not directors of any other company
carrying on the like business, and who shall exercise all such powers of
the company as are not by the Companies Acts required to be exercised
by the company in general meeting.

8. Information to be given registrar in case of inquiry.-The registrar
may from time to time either by letter signed by him as regisistrar or
verbally by himself or by a person authorized in writing by him for the
purpose make such inquiries as he shall think fit of any person retail-
ing, dispensing, or compounding poisons or medical prescriptions at,
or of any owner of, a registered shop; and it shall be unlawful for such
person or owner to refuse or neglect to furnish (by writing signed by
him if so required) the information inquired for.

9. In case offalsification of register, etc.-Any registrar who shall wil-
fully make or cause to be made any falsification in any matter relatfng
to the said registers, and any person who shall wilfully procure or
attempt to procure any registration under this Act by making or pro-
ducing or causing to be made or produced, any false or fraudulent
representation or declaration, either verbally or in writing, and any
person aiding or assisting him therein shall be deemed guilty of a mis-
demeanour in England, and in Scotland of a crime or offence punish-
able by fine or imprisonment, and shall on conviction thereof be sent-
enced to be imprisoned for any term not exceeding tmelve months.

Io. Examinations.-The society shall have power by by-laws duly con-
firmed to authorize the persons from time to time appointed by the
council of the society to conduct examinations to require from persons
who shall present themselves for any examination evidence of their
having received systematic training in some university or other place
for learniDg approved by the council of the society, and to divide any
examination into two or more portions with or without an interval of
time between the same portions, and to authorize the said council to
accept in lieu of certiflcates of the said examiners such certificates of
competent sklll and knowledge granted by legally constituted pharma-
ceutical authorities in the United Kingdom or in any colony or pos-
session thereof as may to the said councU seem fitting, provided always
that no certificate shall be accepted which has been granted to the
holder without examination, or which he has obtained without having
first received such systematic training as aforesaid, and to prescribe the
fees to be payable by persons tendering for acceptance the certificates
aforesaid of competent skill and knowledge.

iI. Offences-Any act or omission which would be an offence under
the Pharmacy Act, 1852, or the Pharmacy Act, i868, if committed by a
person, except the offence of selling or keeping open shop for the retail-
ing, dispensing, or compounding of poisons by a person not registered
under the said Acts, shall be an offence if committed by any company,
firm, co-partnership, or body of persons, and any Company, firm, co-

partnership, or body of persons committing any such offence shall be
liable to the penalty by the said Acts provided for the same.

I2. Penalty.-For every offence under this Act the offender shall be
liable to pay a penalty or sum of five pounds.

I3. Recovery of penaltties.-Except where in this Act it is otherwise
provided, any penalties incurred under or by virtue of any of the pro-
visions of this Act, or the Pharmacy Act, x852, or the Pharmacy Act,
x868, may be sued for, recovered, and dealt with in the manner pro-
vided by the Pharmacy Act, I852, for recovery of penalties under that
Act, without prejudice, however, to the provisions of the Summary
Jurisdiction (Scotland) Acts, I864 and I88I, and the Criminal Procedure

(Scotland) Act, 1887, with reference to proceedings thereunder taken in
Scotland for any contravention of this or either of the other before-
mentioned Pharmacy Acts.

14. Saving.-The provisions of this Act shall not Interfere with or
'abrogate any of the rights reserved by section sixteen of the Pharmacy
Act, I868, or by section one of the Pharmacy Act, I869.

I5. Extent of Act.-This Act shall not extendto Ireland.
I6. Short title.-This Act may be cited as the Pharmacy Act, 1904.
Appended to the Bill are schedules, being models for the

registering of open shops and persons and of forms of
application for such registration.

Irz{Xsh , dzI Is¢Xatze
SEVENTY-SECOND ANNUAL MEETING.

THE seventy-second annual meeting of the British Medical
Association will be held at Oxford on Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday, July 26th, 27th, 28th, and 29th, I904.

PROGRAMME.
President: THIOMAS DRYSLWYN GRIFFITHS, M.D.Lond.,

M.R.C.S., Swansea.
President-elect: WILLIAM COLLIER, M.D., F.R.C. P.Lond.,

Physician, Radcliffe Infirmary, Oxford, and Litchfield Lec-
turer in Medicine, University of Oxford.
Chairman of Council: ANDREW CLARK, F.R.C.S., Surgeon to

the Middlesex Hospital and Lecturer on the Principles and
Practice of Surgery.

Treasurer: EDWARD MARKHAM SKERRITT, M.D., F.R.C.P.
Lond., Senior Physician to the Bristol General Hospital;
Professor of Medicine, University College, Bristol.
An Address in Medicine will be delivered by Sir WILLIAM

SELBY CHURCH, Bart.. K.C.B., M.D.
An Address in Surgery will be delivered by Sir WILLIAM

MACEWEN, M.D.. F.R.C.S., LL.D.
The scientific business of the meeting will be conducted in

thirteen Sections, as follow, namely:
MEDICINE.

President: WALTER TYRRELL BROOKS, M.B., Oxford. Vice-
Presidents: PATRICK JOHN CREMEN, M.D., Cork; THEODORE
DYKE ACKLAND, M.D., London; GUSTAVE SCHORSTEIN, M.B.,
London. Honorary Secretaries: ASHLEY WATSON MACKINTOSH,
M.D., 9, Bonaccord Square, Aberdeen; WILLIAM CECIL
BOSANQUET, M.D., Il7A, Harley Street, W. ; WILLIAM ARTHUR
PERNOW WATERS, M.B., 99, Holywell, Oxford.

SURGERY.
President: HORATIO PERCY SYMONDS, F.R.C.S.Edin., Oxford.

Vice-Presidents: WILLIAM BRUCE CLARKE, F.R.C.S., London;
RICHARD HY. ANGLIN WHITELOCKE, F.R.C.S., Oxford ;
WILLIAM FREDERICK BROOK, F.R.C.S., Swansea. Honorary
Secretaries: HERBERT EDWARD COUNSELL, F.R.C.S., 27, Ban-
bury Road, Oxford; DAVID WALLACE, C.M.G., F.R.C.S.Edin.,
II, Rutland Street, Edinburgh.

OBSTETRICS AND GYNAECOLOGY.
President: FRANCIS HY. CHAMPNEYS, M.D., London. Vice-

Presidents: Sir ALAN REEVE MANBY, M.V.O., M.D., East
Rudham; THOMAS BABINOTON GRIMSDALE, M.B., Liverpool;
JOHN CAMPBELL, M.D., Belfast. Honorary Secretaries: FRANK
GRAGOIRE PROUDFOOT. M.D., 43, St. Giles, Oxford; JOHN
SHIELDS FAIRBAIRN, M.B., 6o, Wimpole Street, W.

STATE MEDICINE.*
President: JOHN S8COTT HALDANE, M.D., F.R.S., Oxford.

Vice-Presidents: THIOMAS STEVENSON, M.D., London; INNES
GRIFFIN, M.R.C.S., Banbury; ARTHUR NEWSHOLME, M.D.,
Brighton. ilonorary Scretary: HAROLD MEREDITH RICHARDS,
M.D., Town Hall, Croydon; ARTRUR LATHAM OBMEROD, M.D.,
Oxford.
* There will be a Subsection of Forensic Medicine over which Dr.

STEVENSON will preside.

PSYCHOLOGICAL MEDICINE.
President: CHARLES ARTHUR MERCIER, M.D., London. Vice-

Presidents: ERNEST WILLIAM WHITE, M.B., Dartford; JAMES
NEIL, M.D., Oxford; THOMAS SEYMOUR TUKE, M.B., London.
Honorary Secretaries: WM. FORD ROBERTSON, M.D., 7, Hill
Square, Edinburgh; REGINALD LANGDON LANGDON-DOWN,
M.B., 47, Welbeck Street, W.
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PATHOLOGY.
President: JAMES RITCHIE, M.D., Oxford. Vice-Presidents:

HUMPHRY DAVY ROLLESTON, M.D., London; Professor JAMES
LORRAIN SMITH, M.D., Belfast; WILLIAM BULLOCH, M.D.,
London. Honorary Secretaries: STUART MCDONALD, M.B.,
care of Fairbairn, 82, Marchmont Crescent, Edinburgh;
ERNEST WILLIAM AINLEY WALKER, M.D., University College,
Oxford.

PHYSIOLOGY.
President: Professor FRANCIS GOTCH, M.R.C.S., F.R.S.,

Oxford. Vice-Presidents: Professor WILLIAM HY. THOMPSON,
M.D., Dublin; MARCUS SEYMOUR PEMBREY, M. D., London.
Honorary Secretaries: WALTER RAMSDEN, M.D., Pembroke
College, Oxford; HORACE MIDDLETON VERNON, M.D., 3,
Bevington Road, Oxford.

ANATOMY.
President : Professor ARTHWR THOMSON, M.D., Oxford.

Vice-Presidents: Professor JonENSON SYMINGTON, M.D., F.R.S.,
Belfast; Professor ROBERT HOWDEN, M.B., Neweastle-on-
Tyne; THOMAS H. BRYCE, M.D., Glasgow. Honorary Secretaries:
WILLIAM WRIGHT, F.R.C.S., The University, Birmingham,
GUSTAV MANN, M.D., the University Museum, Oxford.

OPHTHALMOLOGY.
President: ROBERT WALTER 1)OYNE, F.R.C.S., London.

Vice-Presidents: GEORGE EDWARD WHERRY, F.R.C.S., Cam-
bridge; CYRIL HUTCHINSON WALKER, F.R.C.S., Bristol;
FERGUS MENTEITH OGILVYE, F.R.C.S., Oxford. Honorary
Secretaries: SYDNEY STEPHENSON, F.R C.S.Edin., 33, Welbeck
Street, W.; FRANK GRIFFITH THOMAS, M.B., 2, Brunswick
Place, Swansea.

DERMATOLOGY.
President: THOMAS COLCOTT Fox, M.B., London. Vice-

Presidents: JAMES HERBERT STOWERS, M.D., London; JAMES
LIMONT, M.B., Newcastle-on-Tyne; LESLIE ROBERTS, M.D.,
Liverpool. Honorary Secretaries: ERNEST MALLAM, M.B., 3,
Holywell Street, Oxford; EDWARD STAINER, M.B., 6o, Wim-
pole Street, W.

LARYNGOLOGY AND OTOLOGY.
President: CHARTERS JAMES SYMONDS, M.S., London. Vice-

Presidents: FRANK MARSH, F.R.C. S., Birmingham; CECIL
EDWARD SHAW, M.D., Belfast; HARRY LAMBERT LACK, M.D.,
London. Hzonorary Secretaries : WALTER JOBSON HORNE,
M.D., 27, New Cavendish Street, W.; EDMUND CECIL BEVERS,
M.B., 1I7, Woodstock Road, Oxford.

TROPICAL DISEASES.
President: ALEXANDER CROMBIE, C B., M.D., London.

Vice-Presidents: Brigade-Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel GEORGE
MACONACHIE, M.D., Aberdeen; JOHN WILLIAM WATSON
STEPHENS, M.D., Liverpool. Honorary Secretaries: HENRY
EDWARD ANNETT, M.D., Crofton Lodge, Higher Runcorn,
Cheshire; ROBERT FIELD1NG-OULD, M.D., 94, Mount Street,
Berkeley Square, W.

NAVY, ARMY, AND AMBULANCE.
President: Surgeon-General A. FREDERICK BRADSHAW,

C.B., K.H.P., M R.C.S., Oxford. Vice-Presidents: Surgeon-
General GEORGE JOSEPH HAMILTON EVATT, C.B., M.D., Junior
United Service Club, London; Fleet-Surgeon JOHN LLOYD
THOMAS, R.N., H.M.S. Excellent, Portsmouth; Colonel J.
EDWARD SQUIRE, M.D., V.D., R.A.M C. (Vol.), London.
Honorary Secretaries: Major THOMAS MCCULLOCHI. R.A.M.(.,
68. Victoria Street. S.W.; Staff-Surgeon H. W. GIBBS DOYNE,
L.R.C.P., R.N.. H.M.S. Mercury, Portsmouth; Surgeon-Cap-
tain EUSTACE M. CALLENDER, M.D., 40, Connaught Square,
Hyde Park, W.

HONORARY LOCAL SECRETARIES.
ARTHUR JOHN DREW, F.R.C.S., Water Hall, St. Aldates,

Oxford; WILLIAM DUIGAN, M.B., 66, Woodstock Road,
Oxford; ARTHIUR PERCY PARKER, F.R.C. S., 2, Holywell
Street, Oxford.

TuESDAY, JULY 26TH.
g a.m.-Council Meeting.

20.30 a.m.-Service in Christ Church Cathedral.
12 noon.-Annual General Meeting, followed by Representative

Meeting.
8 p.m.-President's Address. *

WEDNESDAY, JULY 27TH.
g a.m.-Meeting of 1904-5 New Council.

zo a.m. to i p.m.-Sectional Meetings.
2 p.m.-Adjourned General Meeting, followed by Represent-

ative Meeting.
I p.m.-Address in Medicine.

THURSDAY, JULY 28TH.
g a.m.-Meeting of Council.

xO a.m. to I p.m.-Sectional Meetings.
2 p.m.-Address in Surgery.

3.30 p.m.-Representative Meeting (if business not already con-
cluded).

7.30 p.m.-Annual Dinner of the Association.
FRIDAY, JULY 29TH.

g a.m.-Meeting of Council.
Io a.m. to x p.m.-Sectional Meetings.

2 p.m.-Representative Meeting (if business not already con-
cluded).
SATURDAY, JULY 30TH.

Excursions.

CONSULTATION BETWEEN MEDICAL WITNESSES.
THE following circular letter has been sent to the Honorary
Secretaries of Divisions in Great Britain by direction of the
Council:
DEAR SIR,
On the recommendation of the Medico-Political Com-

mittee the Council has resolved that the Divisions in England
and Wales should be asked, as the Divisions in Scotland are
also being asked, to consider:

" Whether it is advisable that the medical witnesses
engaged on each side in legal cases should meet in con-
sultation."

Your Division will appreciate the advantages which are an-
ticipated to accrue from the adoption of the procedure sug-
gested, namely, that the medical witnesses in a case should
consult together before the hearing of the matter in Court.

It is believed by the Medico-Political Committee that if
this course is invariably followed medical evidence will be
placed before the judicial tribunals in a form most conducive
to the just decision of cases turning upon such evidence,
and that a great deal of inconvenient conflict of opinion will
be avoided. If your Division is cognizant of any practical
difficulties in connexion with such proposed procedure, the
Committee will be glad to receive notes of the same for pre-
sentation to the Representative Meeting of the Association.
As the result of the discussion thus iniitiated in the

Divisions it is hoped that definite conclusions may be
arrived at by the Annual Representative Meeting at Oxford
in July, and that instructions will then be given to the
Medicu-Political Committee to take the steps necessary for
carrying such conclusions into practical effect.

It will be of much convenience if your Division is able to
return to me its opinion on this matter at an early date.-I
I am, Yours faithfully,

J. SMITH WHITAKER, Medical Secretary.

HYDROPATHIC ESTABLISHMENTS.
The following Memorandum (already published in the SUPPLEMENT

of January 3oth, page 9), has been forwarded to the Honorary Secre-
taries for submission to the Divisions of the British Medical Associa-
tion, with a view to eliciting an expression of opinion by the Asso
ciation on the subject:
THE ADVERTISING OF MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS IN CONNEXION WITH

HYDROPATHIC ESTABLISHMENTS.
Complaints frequently reach the Editor of the JOURNAL of the adver-

tising of medical practitioners in connexion with hydropathic establish-
ments. These complaints usually come from other medical men in the
neighbourhood who are not connected with any hydropathic establish-
ment, and the grievance seems to be that the practitioners so adver-
tised are also engaged in general family practice, and are thus the
competitors of the complainants who feel that these advertisements are
therefore unfair.
A connected grievance is that many of the hydropathic establishments

try to compel all their visitors to accept the services of the medical
officer of the establishme: t and oppose the employment by visitors of
any outside medical practitioner.
So long as the medical officers of hydropathic establishments were

resident officials and gave their whole time to the work these com-
plaints do not seem to have been made, although the way in which
they were and still are advertised at railway stations and in
railway guide books is not in accordance with the general
rules of the profession respectiDg advertising. This seems to
have been the thin end of the wedge by means of which a very
undesirable practice has grown up until it has obtained dimensions
which make it necessary to consider whether any steps can be taken to
check it. It would be obviously unfair to condemn without due notice
those who have been allowed for many years to have their names adver-
tised, but, by a reference to the Divisions, full consideration will be
obtained before any pronouncement by the Association is made.
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